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1
2

I would like to call the

JUDGE MURPHY:

The Sentencing Reform Act,

as

3

hearing to order.

4

all of you know in the room probably--or maybe a

5

few don't--gave the Commission the responsibility

6

of reaching out to the public and letting public

7

have input into the work of federal sentencing.

8

And every year,

9

up to; what we're thinking about; we ask for ideas

we publish notice about what we're

we

10

about what we should be putting on our agenda;

11

develop some tentative proposals; we ask from your

12

reaction to it;

13

during the annual cycle.

14

and the proposals get refined

And one important phase of this public
is when we have a public hearing and

15

interaction,

16

.we set this up--when we were thinking about it a

17

couple of months ago,

18

some other issues on the agenda today,

19

and some others.

20

be most useful for us in our process of coming up

21

with the guidelines that we'll be sending to

22

Congress on May 1,

we thought that we might have
Oxycodone,

But it appeared that what would

would be to get some further
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1

help with the Manslaughter guideline or guidelines.
And,

2

also,

of course,

with our response to

3

the congressional statute corresponding to some of

4

the criminal/corporate cases that people are

5

familiar with,

the Sarbanes-Oxley Act.

And so we have two panels and if the first

6
7

panel would come up to the table.

8

Manslaughter and we're very happy to have two

9

people from our Native American Advisory Group,

This will be on

10

Chief Judge Larry Piersol,

from the District of

11

South Dakota,

who chairs it;

12

member of it,

who also is a public defender in

13

Arizona,

14

District of Arizona;

15

Attorney for the District of Arizona,

16

Charlton.

Jon Sands,

who is a

or the assistant public defender in the
and then the United States
Paul

So every year when we have public

17
18

hearings,

during my tenure,

19

clock,

20

happen and then it would really go off with a

21

terrible noise at seven minutes.

22

the three of you,

a timer,

we've used a little

that would ding when five minutes

just met you,

But I know two of
Mr.
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have confidence that you're going to stick to the

2

time.

3

hope we won't use it.

4

have some time to be able to ask some questions.

5

Judge Piersol?

So we just have the threat of the timer.
Because we would like to

Thank you,

JUDGE PIERSOL:

6

Judge Murphy.

I hadn't understood this ahead of time,

7

This'll,

8

i t ' s five minutes and then at seven,

9

hook,

we get the

Well,

JUDGE MURPHY:

I

we don't--we'v e read

think sometimes the

11

your written statements.

12

most--the interaction is the most productive,

13

because we have fewer commission ers now and our

14

ex-officio,

15

typically,

16

and so if you certainly want to have those and be

17

able to.

had other business,

Ed Reilly,

but

commission ers have a lot of questions

JUDGE PIERSOL:
So,

Well,

I know little,

so it

Thank you very much Judge

19

won't take long.

20

Murphy and members of the Commission for inviting

21

me to come here.

22

so

is that it?

10

18

I

And I'm here,

as Judge Murphy's indicated
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in my capacity as the chair of the Sentenci ng

2

Commiss ion's Native American Sentenci ng Issues Ad

3

Hoc Advisory Group,

4

I'm speaking from the Interim Report that you

5

received last week.

6

and I ' l l try to stay close to the report.

and so I ' l l be speaking when

I ' l l be speaking for the group

that is a personal

And if I say somethin g,

7
8

opinion on response to a question or somethin g,

9

I ' l l try and indicate that it is.
Because the only thing that we have that

10
11

we have reached consensu s on is the Interim Report

12

that we have.

13

big disagreem ents on other things,

14

continui ng to study,

15

we'll report to you later on in our final report.

I mean it isn't like we're having

As you know,

16

you know,

other issues that

because of the manslaug hter

we went ahead and moved more quickly on

17

issues,

18

that than any other issue.

19

issue can make of it,

20

you.

So for whatever the

we can report our views to

And to give you a little bit of what we

21
22

but we are

did,

I divided our group into differen t areas of
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1

subcommittees,

2

assaultive behavior,

3

murder/manslaughter.

4

is one of the members of that committee.

5

Pecora

6

from the Central Division of South Dakota,

7

Pier

8

and she testified before you in Rapid City,

9

remember.

[ph],

[ph],

you know,

sex offenses,

and

and then the
And Jon Sands,

to my right,
Milos

who is a victim's witness specialist,
which is

she's a member of the Crow Creek tribe,

Strong testimony,

I

if you

suspect that's why

10

she was chosen to be on--she's also on that

11

committee.

12

an FBI agent Pier,

13

Diane Hamitua

14

enough to lend to us is Assistant United States

15

Attorney in Arizona and a Hopi tribal member.

16

She's also on the group that was specifically the

17

subcommittee on this.

18

who is a lawyer now,

19

Justice in the Department of Justice and a member

20

of the Mohawk Nation.

21
22

Interesting,
also,

[ph],

by the way,

her husband's

in the same division.

who Paul Charlton has been kind

As was Thomas LeClair

[ph] ,

but was the Director of Tribal

The subcommittee reported to us,

so you

can know something about our procedure--the
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1

subcommittee reported to the full committee in a

2

written report,

3

at our February meeting,

4

again,

5

Kreams that we'll recover from soon.

6

meeting where we devoted almost the entire day to

7

murder/manilaug hter because of the fact that that

8

was the one that we were going to be reporting

9

really,

which we then had for consideration
where Paul Charlton,

was kind enough to host us,

in a final way to you.

including Krispy
But it was a

And so we have

10

about 12 pages single-spaced,

11

minutes that discuss--that lay out the discussion,

12

which is available,

13

too,

just summarized

of course.

But then from that came our Interim

14

Report,

15

conference--whic h is how we've been doing a lot of

16

our meetings,

17

economy,

18

meeting in Arizona,

19

there.

20

which we then had a subsequent telephone

is by telephone conference,

but i t ' s worked well.

Now,

of course,

for

Although that
was with everybody

just--before I get to the

21

manslaughter and the breakdown between involuntary

22

and voluntary.

We left open the second-degree
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1

murder discussion because from our point of view,

2

Native Americans did not constitute an overwhelming

3

proportion of those convicted in federal court of

4

second-degree murder.

5

proportionality and so on that we'll have to come

6

back and consider that and so that is open.

7

weren't reporting on that to you,

8

specifically then to manslaughter.

9

all,

then,

But it may be for reasons of

But we

because we went
And first of

on the involuntary manslaughter--oh ,

10

the way,

11

maybe you know--that we,

12

staff assistance from Grace Chungbecker

13

Teresa Cuning

14

Blackwell

15

statistical information that we requested.

I'm sorry,

[ph]

by

I didn't mention--althoug h
of course,

have had good
[ph]

and

[ph] , of our direct staff and Kevin
has furnished us with lots of good

And a little bit of background on that,

16
17

you know,

18

states with regard to the most,

19

is regarded to these sorts of offenses,

20

particularly,

21

wanted to gather information from those states.

22

Well,

Arizona and South Dakota are the two big
and then New Mexico

with Native Americans.

And so we

it isn't available in Arizona so we went
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1

to--and it isn't available in Montana,

2

went,

3

Arizona,

4

because they had good databases.

5

then to South Dakota,
South

Dako~a,

either--we

which was next after

New Mexico,

and Minnesota,

And then when you go back to the 1997

6

study group which you had,

7

manslaughter working group in 1997,

8

essentially the same experience,

9

data wasn't available there.

which of course your
they had

you know,

that the

But we did get good

10

data from those states which Kevin Blackwell then

11

presented to us at various times.
Then,

12

going to our considerations,

you

13

know that there's a sentencing base of 10 for

14

criminal negligence;

15

had varying recommendations from defender groups

16

and prosecutor groups.

17

that the involuntary manslaughter is overwhelmingly

18

a Native American offense,

19

those.

20

are alcohol-related vehicle offenses.

21

isn't all of the cases,

22

to that in a minute.

14 for recklessness;

and we

And we noted in our report

about 75 percent of

And the--of the cases are,

though.

a lot of them
But that

And I ' l l get back
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By comparison,

1

we only had,

of the

2

criminal negligence,

3

maybe five cases in the one-year database we had on

4

those.

5

criminal negligence cases,

6

database of the involuntary manslaughter.

only had,

I

think,

four or

So there really wasn't--weren't very many

But even then,

7

but had a bigger

you know,

the numbers,

8

compared--for instance when you look,

9

drug cases,

you know,

compared to

40 percent of the 60,000

10

cases or whatever we have a year,

you know,

11

we're talking very small numbers,

here.

12

impacting one particular population a lot,

13

Americans.

14

sometimes we were,

15

regard to the statistics.

16

like to stress that without going through the

17

entire make up of the board where we have,

18

know,

19

Malloy

20

victims'

21

[ph), who's the Chief Probation Officer in Arizona,

22

and others, you know from various

But nonetheless,

prosecutors,
[ph)

at best,

But
Native

statistically,
on the cusp,

And so,

defenders,

and myself,

I mean

with

that's why I'd

hopefully,

you

like Judge

who are in the middle,

assistance people; people,

Maggie Jensen

perspecti~es.
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1

And I

2

why we're there,

3

statistics,

4

are sometimes not as big a base as we would like,

5

think it's even more important that we have the

6

experience factor that we do.

7

think that that is important,

we make what we can of the

but particularly when the statistics

And it has been a group,

8

worked well and hard together,

9

well as the group.

10

that's really

Now,

I

that I think has

both the staff,

as

there was--there have been

11

suggestions that the base defense level go from 14

12

to 16 or 18 or 20,

13

listening to and,

14

suggestions before that criminal negligence go from

15

10 to 12 or 16.

our proposal,

16

discussion,

say,

17

the summary--was that the base offense level for

18

involuntary manslaughter be raised to a level 18.

19

And,

20

characteristics also be used:

21

increase if death occurred while driving

22

intoxicated or under the influence of alcohol or

as I

depending upon who you're
likewise,

there had been

after a lot of

11 pages of it--that was just

also, we advised that specific offense
A four-level
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1

drugs.

2

the actions of the defendant resulted in multiple

3

homicides;

4

two-level increase if the offense involved the use

5

of a weapon in the offense.

6

A two-level offense increase would occur if

about 9 percent,

I

think,

were that.

A

And with regard to the use of a weapon in

7

the offense,

8

say that every time that there was a car involved

9

that would treated as a weapon and you'd get two

some were concerned that well,

you'd

10

points.

11

that would add--would show that a vehicle would

12

only be considered a weapon if it was so

13

specifically used;

14

a crowd or,

15

over somebody and drive it back over to them to

16

make sure you got them,

17

situation as opposed to the normal just driving and

18

having an accident.

19

And so we were suggesting a commentary

for instance,

one that I

Then,

driving a car into

had where you drive a car

you know,

that sort of a

with regard to the base defense

20

level for criminal negligence,

21

it stay a that a level 10.

22

1997 group also was that they didn't make any

we recommended that

And my reading of the
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1

recommendation on that.

2

examples in our report of how this would work.

3

And,

4

person--category -one criminal offense--that has a

5

defense level 22,

6

and now you'd have a fence range of 10 to 16

7

months.

8

know and that you're well aware of,

9

a lot of upward departures on this.

basically,

And,

And there--we gave some

on a category-one

if they plead they would be a 19

by the way,

one of the thing that you
there have been
You know,

10

above the normal average of one percent,

11

the average was around 11 percent,

12

indication that,

13

think.

14

Anyway,

obviously,

I

way

think

which is an

the range is too low,

under our proposal,

I

a category-one

15

that plead would then have a range of 37 months and

16

the high end of 37 months would be mid range of the

17

statutory maximum.

18

Then,

on voluntary manslaughter,

it's a

19

base defense now of 25 and there are no specific

20

offense characteristics.

21

working group in 1997 and we adopted a

22

recommendation of the statutory maximum be

And we looked back at the
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1

increased from 10 years to 20 years to reflect the

2

severity of the conduct.

3

sentencing flexibility at the upper end of the

4

range.

5

generally involves North American--Native American

6

defendants.

And,

7

once again,

And this allows some more

voluntary manslaughter

We have another recommendation with regard

8

to voluntary manslaughter,

9

base defense level stay the same,

and that be that the
but that there be

10

a two-level increase for the use of a weapon and a

11

four-level increase for use of a firearm.

12

So,

in a nutshell,

without a lot of the

13

discussion that went back and forth.

14

recommendations on those points.

15

you to think that coming to the 18 was,

16

well,

17

are at 20,

18

reason.

It happened that way,

19

reason.

The reason was,

20

discussion,

21

relying upon their experience and their backgrounds

22

and that's where we reached a complete consensus

Those are our

And I don't want
we said,

the defenders are at 16 and the prosecutors
so we'll be at 18.

That wasn't the
but that wasn't the

we had a lengthy

we looked at the statistics, people
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1

with regard to that,

2

the middle,

not just, well,

that wasn't it at all.

JUDGE MURPHY:

3

we'll strike

I would think it would be a

4

challenge to reach a complete consensus with your

5

group.

6

JUDGE PIERSOL:

7

JUDGE MURPHY:

8

Well-Having been there for a

while at the first meeting.
JUDGE PIERSOL:

9

--probably,

there might

10

have been some people that had their fingers

11

crossed,

12

that there are those that would have preferred it

13

be one place and some that would prefer it be

14

another, but we had no dissents.

15

answer any questions,

16

but they expressed consensus.

JUDGE MURPHY:

So,

I

imagine

if I could

I'd be happy to.
Maybe on the case of this

17

panel,

18

person and then ask or does somebody have a

19

question that they want to ask right now?

20

should we hear from the other member of the

21

Advisory Group and then let you respond after that,

22

perhaps.

it would be best to get the input from each
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JUDGE CHARLTON:

1
2

fine,

Yes,

Judge,

that would be

thank you.

3

JUDGE MURPHY:

4

MR.

SANDS:

Okay.

I want to thank the

5

Commission,

6

reservation s.

7

involuntary manslaught er as the judge pointed out

8

is an overwhelmi ngly Indian or Native American

9

offense.

again,

for having me here.

And I

I come with

say that all because

But involuntary manslaught er cuts across

10

various types of action.

11

the Commission would have to wrestle with is:

12

Should you have just a base offense level that is

13

the heartland of the case?

14

base offense level that has specific

15

characteri stics that raise it for most of the

16

offenses?

17

One of the questions that

Or should you have a

The committee believed strongly that the

18

specific offense characteri stics was the way go.

19

The reason was that it continues the Commission 's

20

journey over the past several years of refining the

21

guidelines to focus on specific conduct;

22

case,

the danger of drinking and driving.
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1

a danger that was expressed by the senators that

2

wrote the letter;

3

present in the committee; and it will be a danger,

4

I

5

comments.

am sure,

6

this was a danger that was

that Mr.

Clearly,

Charlton will address in his

if you have a specific offense

7

characteristic,

8

affect most of the cases.

But it leaves,

9

lower base offense levels,

those cases that don't

it will--for drinking--it will
as a

10

involve drinking;

11

a discharge of a weapon;

12

conduct that we all know and we know that it

13

shouldn't be with the plus-four with the drinking.

14

So we would urge the Commission to look at this

15

carefully and seriously.

16

it could be speeding;

it could be

it could be the myriad

And there is precedent for it.

For

17

example,

18

assault has some sort of physical injury.

19

not built into the base offense level,

20

could be here.

21

Virtually all the immigration cases probably have

22

aggravated felonies.

in the assault guidelines,

To do another one,

virtually every
That's

so that

immigration:

Those are SOCs and the
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1
2

Commission should follow that here,

as well.

We would also urge the Commission not to

3

raise criminal negligence.

4

few cases.

5

there is no call for raising that.

6

was right in that the Committee came with a

7

consensus.

8

their proposals.

9

take off my hat in recognition of the fine work

There are very,

very

They are really the aberration and
And the Judge

The federal defenders have presented
I'm wearing both hats and I would

10

that Judge Piersol has done and staff in getting

11

the committee to come up with these

12

recommenda tions.

Thank you.

13

JUDGE MURPHY:

Mr.

14

MR.

Thank you,

CHARLTON:

Charlton.
Judge.

And

15

thank you, members of the Commission,

16

me here today,

17

very much appreciate the opportunity to visit with

18

you about some of the unique issues that we deal

19

with in the District of Arizona.

20

for inviting

i t ' s my privilege to be here and I

I want to thank Judge Piersol,

as well,

21

for his leadership on the ad hoc committee,

22

very much appreciate the input that he's provided
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1

us and the inform ation that he's given us to think

2

about,

3

recomm endatio ns.

4

as it relates to his commit tee

I don't have to wear two hats today,

5

though,

6

federal prosec utor in the Distric t of Arizon a.

7

so I ' l l be wearing the had of the chief

The topic is,

as I said,

particu larly

8

importa nt to the Distric t of Arizona because we

9

routine ly handle the highes t number s of prosec ution

10

under the Major Crimes Act,

11

violati ons in Indian country ,

12

mansla ughter cases in the United States .

13

arising out of
includi ng federal

The low statuto ry and guideli ne sentenc es

14

for these offense s are a topic of frustra tion

15

routine ly discuss ed among my counte rparts with

16

similar crimin al jurisdi ction respon sibilit ies and

17

who serve on the United States Attorne y Genera l's

18

Native Americ an Issues Adviso ry Subcom mittee.

19

We have,

as most of you know,

exclusi ve

20

author ity to prosec ute Major Crimes Act violati ons

21

occurri ng within the Arizon a--Ariz ona's 21 Indian

22

reserv ations.

Two of the larges t Indian
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1

reservation s in the United States are located

2

within our state's boundaries:

3

Reservation and the Tohono O'odham Indian

4

Reservation .

5

affe'ct victims and defendants as well as in our

6

office,

7

So we are fluent

the Navajo Indian

in the issues that

when it comes to manslaught er cases.
Today,

the average range of sentence for a

8

defendant for involuntary manslaught er is 16 to 24

9

months imprisonme nt;

followed by three years of

10

supervised release.

We have shared with the

11

Commission,

12

number of examples of some of those cases that we

13

think are compelling enough to move us in our

14

desire to see some of these sentencing guidelines

15

changed.

16

through our prepared testimony,

I'd like to share,

though,

if I may,

a

just

17

one case with you,

18

gentleman by the name of Kyle Peterson

19

was charged with one count of involuntary

20

manslaught er for the death of a 60-year-old man who

21

was driving to work,

south-bound on loop 101

22

Freeway in Phoenix.

In order to understand this,

in particular,

that involves a
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1

you need to know just a little bit about our

2

geography.

3

lies right on the boundary of the City of Phoenix;

4

the Salt River Indian Reservation .

5

There is an Indian reservation which

Two vehicles collided head-on as they were

6

entering a portion of the freeway located on this

7

Indian reservation ,

8

Reservation .

9

Peterson suffered serious head injuries and his

the Salt River Indian

The victim was killed instantly.

10

recovery has been positive.

11

Peterson's blood alcohol level was

12

guilty to the charge of involuntary manslaught er

13

and no agreements and was sentenced to 14 months in

14

custody;

15

release.

16

At the time of impact,
.158.

He plead

followed by three years of supervised

In her victim impact statement,

the

17

decedent's widow stated,

18

at a system that allows a criminal to face almost

19

no punishment because of Federal Sentencing

20

Commission laws.

21

does the federal system not treat it as such?"

22

"Finally,

there is my rage

DUI is a criminal offense,

why

Victim families routinely hear or read
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1

about state drunk-driving homicide cases where long

2

sentences are imposed by state court judges.

3

Without exception,

4

and victim advocate assigned to federal

5

drunk-driving homicides must go through the painful

6

process of explaining to victim families that the

7

long sentences meted out in the state system do not

8

apply because the defendant will be sentenced under

9

the Federal Sentencing Guidelines.

10

every assistant U.S.

To illustrate this,

attorney

in Arizona State

11

Court,

12

designed--excuse me,

13

non-dangerous.

14

county in our state,

15

exclusively charged as dangerous felonies.

16

sentence for manslaughter,

17

to 21 years in custody and yields a presumptive ten

18

and a half year sentence.

19

the difficulty that we face as we try to talk to

20

the victims of these families,

21

fact,

22

Americans,

the crime of manslaughter is
designated either dangerous or

In Maricopa County,

the largest

DUI homicides are almost

dangerous,

The

ranges from 7

And therein lies much of

many of whom--in

the great majority of whom--are Native
themselves,

and try to explain the
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1

inequiti es in the sentence s that these defendan ts

2

will receive.

3

Some of the victims in these cases were

4

injured,

5

they been injured,

6

relate to assault resultin g in seriousl y bodily

7

injury,

8

prosecut ors routinel y seek upward departur es to

9

increase a drunk-dr iving defendan t's final adjusted

rather than killed.

And,

as you know,

under the guidelin es,

would have been harsher.

as they

Federal

10

sentence .

11

upward departur es in manslaug hter cases.

12

Addition ally,

13

history

14

they are under the influenc e of alcohol,

15

prosecut or may seek an enhanced sentence ,

16

federal court judges are reluctan t to apply an

17

upward departur e,

18

multiple tribal court DUI convicti ons.

19

However,

had

courts are reluctan t to impose

if a defendan t's tribal criminal

reflec~s

repeated criminal conduct,

while

a
however,

even where a defendan t has prior

In another case example that occurred in

20

our District .

21

Hasken,

22

homicide of a 15-year- old.

A defendan t by the name of Dale

received a 14 month sentence for a DUI
Hasken had multiple
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1

prior DUis in tribal court dating back 20 years.

2

The District Court ruled that only one of Mr.

3

Hasken's prior convictions was admissible because

4

of inadequate documentation and his concern--that

5

the District Court judge's concern--as to whether

6

or not Hasken was represented in tribal court on

7

those multiple convictions.

8
9

Depending on the extent and substance of a
defendant's tribal criminal history,

the facts and

10

the character of the victim,

11

legal and factual findings that a defendant is

12

entitled to enhancement.

13

homicides,

14

argue that the Sentencing Commission did not take

15

into account the loss of life or the degree of a

16

defendant's intoxication,

17

enhancement in those cases,

18

sought,

19

thus,

20

however,

the Court may make

In drunk-driving

it is hard for a prosecutor to

therefore,

sentencing

although routinely

are difficult to substantiate and are,

rarely imposed.
It is my hope that these examples that we

21

have previously subm;tted will serve to illustrate

22

the need for immediate improvements to the
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1

manslaug hter statutor y penalty and sentenci ng

2

guidelin es.

3

I would,

if I may,

Judge,

being very much

4

of the time constrai nts,

5

issue of second-d egree murder,

6

goes a little far afield of what we wanted to talk

7

about today.

8

just briefly address the
although I know that

As you consider addressi ng manslaug hter,

9

urge the Commissi on to re-exami ne the murder

10

sentencin g guidelin es in relation ship to the

11

statutor y maximum penalty,

12

Commissi on must evaluate whether the 33 base

13

offense level is appropri ate,

14

second-d egree murder involves a high-lev el of

15

culpabil ity on the part of the defendan t.

16

life imprison ment.

I

The

given that

The frustrati on felt by the victims'

17

families ,

18

District Court judges themselv es in imposing

19

sentence s us an all too common experien ce in the

20

District of Arizona.

21

thankful and encourag ed that this Commissi on

22

continue s to have an interest in this area.

prosecut ors and often expresse d by

So I am,

as I
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1

to thank,

2

ad hoc advisory committee.

3

the Attorney General's Native American Issues

4

Advisory Committee,

5

findings.

6

speak here today.

again,

Judge Piersol for his work on the

look forward to the Committee's

Thank you,

again,

7

JUDGE MURPHY:

8

JUDGE SESSIONS:

9

My colleagues and I at

for this invitation to

Judge Sessions.
Obviously,

reckless involuntary manslaught er,

the offense is

you have a base

10

defense level of 14 that you're recommendin g and

11

then you say,

12

intoxicatio n for alcohol abuse or drugs.

13

my question is:

14

offense under the influence of alcohol anymore

15

culpable than a person who is not under the

16

influence of alcohol?

17

rational basis for including the alcohol use as an

18

enhancemen t as opposed to incorporate d within the

19

basic defense level?

four-level enhancemen t for
I guess

Is a person who commits this

In other words,

20

JUDGE PIERSOL:

21

Sands addressed that partially.

22

little discussion about that.

Well,

is there any

I think that Jon
We had quite a
But the people that
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1

aren't the drinkers,

2

minority but,

3

offenses and they shouldn't get branded with a

4

higher built-in offense level.

5

thought add it the other way around so i t ' s a

6

specific

which is going to be the

nonetheless ,

off~nse

That's why we

characteri stic.

JUDGE SESSIONS:

7

there are other types of

Yeah,

but then,

8

philosophi cally, why is it more serious to actually

9

commit this offense while you're under the

10

influence of alcohol as opposed to committing this

11

offense while you're not under the influence of

12

alcohol.
JUDGE PIERSOL:

13

Well,

Kevin Washburn

[ph]

14

made a good point on that,

I thought.

15

the members of our group.

And he said,

16

with alcohol,

17

courts before,

18

picked up

19

reduced down to reckless or something,

20

that drink a lot, usually have had interdictio n

21

with the courts and so they have been on notice,

22

to speak,

He's one of
normally,

people have had interdictio n with the
you know,

for-~maybe

because they've been

they got a drunk driving
but people

so

that this is prohibited conduct and that
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1

adds a level of opprobrium,

2

driving as opposed to somebody else that was

3

reckless,

4

had an involvement with the courts.

5

that was an interesting point.

maybe,

MR.

6

I think,

to a drunk

but didn't do that because they've

SANDS:

Judge,

And I thought

one of the issues,

too,

7

is that it's just not the alcohol,

8

You are getting into a vehicle on a public road and

9

getting into a vehicle,

i t ' s driving.

you are assuming that

10

public risk.

11

that may result in a reckless death.

12·

is why we drew that distinction .

13

drinking,

14

goes to the concerns that were expressed from the

15

Senate and from the U.S.

16

drunk-drivi ng that is the problem.

It's different from private conduct

i t ' s drinking while driving.

And that

attorneys that i t ' s the

18

the past,

19

involves drinking or drugs,

20

into it.

22

It just not

That also goes to an issue that came up in

17

21

And so that

which is road rage.

JUDGE SESSIONS:

That usually

too.

And so that plays

But the recklessnes s is

getting into a vehicle and then operating that
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1

vehicle under the influence,

2

recklessnes s,

3

element of the offense.

4

out logically,

5

offense level.

6

probably,

7

system before.

8

have tribal convictions ,

9

But theoretical ly,

that is the

which essentially translates to the
I'm just trying to figure

why this wouldn't be in a base
I hear Larry's point that,

they've had some sort of contact with the
It may be very well be that they
I don't know about that.

if they have criminal

10

convictions in a state system,

11

factored in the criminal history category.

12

already taken care of.

13

philosophic al question that I have.

14

well,

then those are all

Anyway,

JUDGE PIERSOL:

There's

They're

that's the

anothe~

way to

15

address it,

16

this a little bit,

in Appendix 4 to that study.

17

you know in Europe,

they look at drinking and

18

driving differently .

19

even getting in a car there.

20

it seems that the social opprobrium only attaches,

21

either getting caught or maiming or killing

22

somebody.

and I

think your 1997 study dea.lt with

There's an opprobrium against
In the United States,

They have a different attitude than we
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1

do and our social attitude s haven't changed.

2

And the rest of it is that

in the United

3

States,

4

incident s,

5

alcoholis m,

6

another reason since we do use that method.

7

cheaper method,

8

That would be another reason to put four points on

9

it for drinking to try and

10

we use enforcem ent to try and reduce our

MR.

as opposed to addressi ng the causes of
for example.

And so,

not as effectiv e,

CHARLTON :

that would be
It's a

but i t ' s cheaper.

prevent it.

Judge,

can I?

Thank you,

11

Judge.

12

about this guidelin e as one in which the mens rea

13

element is one in which it encompas ses the idea of

14

whether or not you're drinking and driving or not,

15

just as you asked that question ,

16

I would encourag e the Commissi on to think

Also,

Judge Sessions .

i t ' s my understa nding,

Judge Murphy,

17

and please correct me if I'm wrong--t hat in order

18

for the Sentenci ng Commissi on to move on this issue

19

now,

20

specific offense characte ristics,

21

w·ould ask the Commissi on to do is to consider

22

moving on this issue now,

they cannot,

at this point in time,

consider

and so what I

changing the base offense
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1

level to what the Department of Justice has asked

2

for anyway,

3

rea element as one in which we would try to fit

4

this

issu~

5

which is a 20,

and then use the mens

of drunk driving into.

MR.

SANDS:

The trouble with the mens rea

6

is that there is no intent to kill.

7

this makes this involuntary as opposed to murder.

8
9

MR.
is,

in part,

CHARLTON:

That's why

But recklessnes s,

I

think

defined by whether or not an

10

individual gets into a vehicle and is drinking or

11

not.

12

MR.

SANDS:

Which goes back to your point

13

that,

14

could seek a charge of second-degr ee murder in

15

those cases,

16

involuntary here.

17

if a person has priors,

MR.

then the government

rather than trying to use the

CHARLTON:

Except that it's--my

18

understandi ng is that the,

19

up time on an internal debate here,

20

much time?

21
22

JUDGE MURPHY:

I'm sorry--are we taking
a little too

I know that some of the

Commission ers have questions and,

perhaps--
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1
2

MR.

Pardon me,

Judge Castillo,

I did not--

3
4

CHARLTON:

JUDGE MURPHY:

Well,

he's conceded to

Professor O'Neill.

5

JUDGE CASTILLO:

6

defer to my fellow Commissioner.

7

That's okay,

PROFESSOR O'NEILL:

I'm going to

I actually like

8

listening to the give-and-take,

9

have sort of both sides on the same panel or people

10

it's interesting to

representing slightly different views.

11

What I was going to say is i t ' s

12

interesting that you bring that up,

13

because ordinarily--just going back to the

14

philosophy that Judge Sessions brought

15

up--ordinarily,

16

intoxication is not an defense to a general-intent

17

crime,

18

specific-intent crime.

19

the Department of Justice's recommendation makes

20

some theoretical sense to the way that we normally

21

treat intoxication-typ e offenses; not to say

22

whether the base defense level of 20 is too high or

as well,

while it's Hornbook law that

ordinarily intoxication is a defense to a
And,

therefore,
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1

too low or what have you,

2

we traditionally treat those sorts of offenses.

3

but just in terms of how

JUDGE CASTILLO:

I wanted to thank all

4

three panels of Panel One,

5

Advisory Committee Members.

6

anticipated my question,

7

you what the Department of Justice's reaction or

8

what your own personal reaction was to this

9

consensus recommendation that our Advisory Group

especially,
And Mr.

our two

Charlton,

you

because I was going to ask

10

had made.

11

hearing loud and clear that you want us to adapt a

12

base defense level of 20.

13

to say?

14

Do you want to expand any further?

MR.

CHARLTON:

I'm

Anything else you want

I think there's an urgency

15

to this issue,

16

examples are trying to underscore the fact that we

17

are,

18

crime that the sentence that their family member

19

are going to receive or that their loved one would

20

be vindicated on is going to be much less than what

21

they might see in the state court system.

22

an opportunity now to fix that problem.

as well.

on a daily basis,

I

think part of our case

explaining to victims of
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encoura ge you to go forward with it if you take the

2

tact of adjusti ng this guideli ne with specifi c

3

offense charac teristi cs.

4

comple tely up to speed on what the proced ures are,

5

I

6

changes and wait,

Again,

not being

unders tand that you will have to public ize those
for a period of time.

again,

All of these cases that

JUDGE CASTILL O:

7
8

you presen ted to us are pretty horrend ous.

9

Peterso n case,

In this

what was the sentenc ing range?

10

he receive d a 14-mon th sentenc e,

11

range,

If

what was the

do you know?
MR.

12

CHARLTON:

I'm sorry,

13

that inform ation with me,

14

get it for you.

but I'd be delight ed to

Do you know if your

JUDGE CASTILL O:

15

I don't have

16

assista nt advoca ted some type of upward departu re

17

and it was rejecte d?

18

MR.

19

either,

CHARLTON:

Judge,

I'm sorry.

20

JUDGE CASTILL O:

21

JUDGE MURPHY:

22

I don't know that answer,

That's okay,
Judge Pierso l,

hand up.
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JUDGE PIERSOL:

1

I'd just like to make the

2

point that this is a personal one and not from the

3

group.

4

judge,

5

sentence five people tomorrow,

6

my work,

7

a sentencing judge,

8

offense characteri stics.

9

some more work,

But from the point of view of a sentencing
and I

sentenced five people yesterday and I

believe me.

so you're affecting

But from the point of view of
it's desirable to have specific
Sure,

it does generate

some more contention,

maybe

10

appellate decisions,

11

point of view I think,

12

because you can tailor the sentence.

13

you get away from some of the objections,

14

the judges have to the sentencing guidelines with

15

specific offense characteri stics because it gives

16

you more to work with.

17

don't have to worry about the different attitudes

18

that different circuits take with regard to

19

departures,

20

but it's desirable from the
of the sentencing judge
And I

think

at least,

One way or the other,

you

whether i t ' s up or down.

JUDGE SESSIONS:

Because you have more

21

flexibility ,

22

the specific offense characteri stics,

you can essentially accept or reject
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1

concern for being reversed.

2
3

JUDGE PIERSOL:

Not that I worry about

that.

4

JUDGE CASTILLO:

5

Piersol's in a very good Circuit.

6

JUDGE MURPHY:

That's because Judge

Are there any other

7

questions for the panel?

8

wanted to say something.

9
10
11
12

MR.

SANDS:

MR.

Sands,

you

Excuse me?

JUDGE MURPHY:
minute ago,

I think Mr.

Didn't I

see your hand up a

do you want to add.
SANDS:

Oh,

I always take the

13

opportunity for the last word.

14

of the Committee essentially doubles what the

15

sentence would be.

16

consideration.

17

increased the statutory maximum for six years.

18

following the Committee's recommendation,

19

adjustment,

20

30 to 37 months after acceptance.

21

an offense level of 20,

22

acceptance is 24 to 30.

The recommendation

And t.hat is an important

Congress,

a few years ago,
By

with the

you're looking at a sentencing range of
If you go with

assuming 50 or 51,

with

That sends a message on
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1

how serious the government is treating these

2

offenses.

3

into that car intending to kill someone,

4

involuntary is without the intent to kill.

But it also recognizes that no one gets

JUDGE CASTILLO:

5

Mr.

Sands,

that

I can't let

6

you leave now,

7

reading your bio and finding out that you have

8

found true happiness in your job,

9

do.

So I

without telling you I enjoyed

very few people

commend you for finding it.

10

MR. SANDS:

11

MR.

CHARLTON:

Thank you very much.

12

JUDGE MURPHY:

Thank you very much.

13

Mr.

Goldman,

Thank you.

since I know what the others

14

look like.

15

for the Sarbanes-Oxley Act comments.

16

standing is William Mercer,

17

Attorney of the District of Montana and chairs the

18

Sentencing Guidelines Subcommittee of the Attorney

19

General's Advisory Committee.

20

twins as the next speaker.

21

Felman who are the Co-Chairs or our Practitioners

22

Advisory Group.

We'll follow the same general format
Still

who is United States

And then we have

Barry Boss and Jim

And we have the pleasure of
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1

receiving their regular advice and counsel from.

2

And then it's Lawrence Goldman,

3

President of the National Association of Criminal

4

Defense Lawyers.

5

Frank Bowman from the University of Indiana who

6

once wooed at the Sentencing Commission and has

7

worked on our Economic Crime Package in 2001.

8
9

And,

finally,

I think,

who is now

Professor Bowman,

Some of you have heard me say that we
originally intended to have this part of the

10

program more evenly divided between points of view.

11

But some of the invitees were unable to come

12

because of,

13

death.

14

all of you here and shall we start. with you,

15

and then have everybody else go at you or--

in on case illness and in another case

So, at any rate, we're very happy to have

16

MR. MERCER:

17

JUDGE MURPHY:

18
19

for rebuttal,

Bill,

That's fine.
--we'll give you a chance

then.

MR. MERCER:

Thank you very

mu~h,

Judge

20

Murphy and fellow Commission ers.

21

opportunity to discuss sentencing policy for fraud

22

offenses on behalf of the Department of Justice.

Thank you for the
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1

Before doing that,

2

for taking up the importan t question of the

3

adequacy of the involunt ary manslaug hter guidelin e.

4

For those of us in Indian country,

5

issue.

6

I want to thank the Commissi on

On the Departm ent's behalf,

it is a crucial

I'd first

like

7

to thank the Commissi on and its staff for being

8

responsi ve to many of the Justice Departm ent's

9

concerns during this amendmen t cycle on various

10

aspects of the Guidelin es.

11

and continue s to have,

12

Commissi on on certain importan t issues,

13

Sarbanes -Oxley,

14

differ amongst themselv es,

15

with Congress and so on.

16

of opinion on matters of pubic policy,

17

robust debate that accompan ies these process of

18

making law,

19

which is broken.

20

areas,

21

Commissi on and the Adminis tration agree,

22

grateful for all the hard work the Commissi on and

The Departme nt has had,

differeh ces with the
such as

just as Commiss ioners sometime s
our agencies may differ
To us,

those differen ces
and the

evidence s a healthy system,

no one

We should not overlook the many

includin g importan t ones,

where the
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1

its staff does in response many competin g demands.

2

We especial ly apprecia te your efforts to implemen t

3

recent legislat ion relating to bioterro rism and

4

cybercrim e,

5

ongoing fight against terrorism .

work that is critical to our country' s

6

Let me turn to the topic at hand;

7

Commiss ion's impleme ntation of the Sarbanes -Oxley

8

Act of 2002.

9

the

Combatin g corporat e crime and fraud

10

continue s to be a top priority of this

11

Adminis tration and the Justice Departm ent.,

12

continue to work to fulfill the Presiden t's goal,

13

shared by the Congress ,

14

Sarbanes -Oxley Act,

15

corporat e America and revive trust in its markets.

16

A key means that the Sarbanes -Oxley employed toward

17

that end was to ensure consiste ntly tough sentence s

18

for corporat e criminal s and for those who enrich

19

themselv es and harm innocent victims through fraud.

20

The Act dramatic ally raised statutor y penaltie s for

21

fraud and obstruct ion, and Congress directed the

22

Commissi on to re-evalu ate and amend existing

and we

and embodied in the

to renew public confiden ce in
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1

Guideline• penalties.

2

The need for swift and substantive

3

Guideline amendments reflected the expectation of

4

the President and the Congress that law enforcemen t

5

would not wait to put the Sarbanes-O xley to good

6

use.

7

former chief financial officer of HealthSouth

8

Corp.,

9

surgery,

Indeed,

we have not.

Just last week,

the

the nation's largest provider of outpatient
diagnostic imaging and rehabilitat ive

10

services,

11

fraud,

conspiracy to commit seeurities and wire

12

fraud,

as well as false certificati on of financial

13

records which were designed to inflate the

14

company's revenues and earnings by hundreds of

15

millions of dollars.

16

certificati on case brought pursuant to

17

Sarbanes-O xley and is just one example of the more

18

than 160 individuals charged by the Justice

19

Department and its Corporate Fraud Task Force.

20

agreed to plead guilty to securities

This is the first false

Although the Commission voted in January

21

to increase penalties for those I would call

22

exceptiona lly culpable criminals-- senior corporate
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1

officers like the former HealthSouth CFO would be

2

one example--i t did nothing to raise the stakes for

3

the vast majority of criminals federally prosecuted

4

for fraud each year.

5

subsequent efforts to convince the public and

6

Congress that it's January amendments were actually

7

tough on crime,

8

inaction--s ent exactly the wrong message to those

9

who would commit such offenses.

Despite the Commission 's

its a--or more accurately its

We are here today

10

in part to discussion what additional amendments,

11

if any,

12

Sarbanes-O xley Act's directives.

13

hear a chorus of voices urging the Commission to do

14

nothing further or,

15

narrow enhancemen ts it passed in January.

16

that the Commission will,

17

of the President and the Congress,

18

take this final opportunity to finish the job the

19

Act intended it to do and,

20

that the President and Congress will feel compelled

21

to do themselves.

22

would be appropriate and responsive to the

perhaps,

We will again

even to repeal the

instead,

thus,

We hope

heed the voices
and that it will

avoid the prospect

Our position regarding the fraud
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1

guidelin es and the need for signific ant penalty

2

increase s beyond what the Commissi on has already

3

promulga ted in its emergenc y guidelin e amendmen t

4

has been set out in detail and continue s to be

5

quite clear.

6

both in writing and orally before the Commissi on

7

our strong view on the need for across-th e-board

8

changes to the fraud loss table on a number of

9

occasion s.

Since last August,

we have set forth

Our October 2002 letter laid out in

10

detail our proposal for implemen ting the

11

Sarbanes -Oxley by amending Section 2B1.1 to

12

increase fraud sentence s to respond appropri ately

13

to Congress clear directio n and to correspo nd to

14

the signific ant increase s in the fraud statutor y

15

maxima that were key elements of this legislat ion.

16

We need not repeat these details here.

17

However,

I would like to restate some of

18

the basic principl es underlyi ng our position ,

19

principl es which also undergir d the Sentenci ng

20

Reform Act and the Sarbanes -Oxley.

21
22

First, we believe that the certaint y of
real and signific ant punishm ent--that is,
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1

certainty of prison time for all but the most minor

2

cases--best serves the purposes of deterring fraud

3

offenders and particularly white collar criminals.

4

As we have said before,

5

offenders usually decide to commit fraud and other

6

forms of white collar crime not out of passion,

7

only after evaluating the costs and benefits of

8

their actions.

9

attorneys will tel you the overwhelming motivation

and as the research shows,

Certainly,

but

criminal defense

10

of their clients is to stay out of prison.

11

criminally inclined think the risk of prison is

12

minimal,

13

arrest and community confinement mere as a cost of

14

doing business.

15

from a prison term.

16

unmistakable that the automatic consequence for one

17

who commits a fraud offense is prison,

18

deterred,

19

will,

20

they will view fines,

probation,

If the

home

We aim to remove the price tag
We believe that if it is

many will be

and at the least those who do the crime

indeed, do the time.
Second, we believe the certainty of

21

significant penalties--meani ng real jail time--.in

22

white collar cases fosters trust and confidence in
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1

the criminal justice system.

2

offenders get long prison terms while many white

3

collar offenders get probation,

4

community confinemen t,

5

conclusion that felons with wealth and influence

6

are not held to the same standards as those

7

without.

8

that there is a double standard for haves and

9

have-nots,

home arrest,

people will draw the

Such cases feed the public perception

and that certain people are above the

10

law.

11

to societal order.

12

If drug and violent

We think this is unacceptab le and corrosive

Third,

we believe that so-called "lower

13

loss" frauds--tho se involving less than $100,000 or

14

even less than $50,000,

15

lot of money to have stolen--are serious crimes

16

that should trigger at least some significant

17

prison time for those who commit them.

18

Attorney General said at a corporate fraud

19

conference last fall,

20

to pursuing "allegation s of corporate fraud

21

regardless of the size of the prominence of the

22

company under scrutiny."

which for most people is a

As the

the Department is committed

to victims of such
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1

frauds-- a small business targeted for embezzle ment

2

or creditor s cheated by bankrupt cy fraud

3

only the federal governme nt has jurisdic tion to

4

prosecut e)--these losses can,

5

signific ant even devastat ing.

6

constitu te a signific ant percenta ge of federal

7

fraud prosecut ions,

8

cities.

9

also appear at these so-calle d "lower levels," to

Also,

indeed,

(where

be

Such cases

particul arly outside the major

the specter of prison time should

10

deter and punish smaller players who particip ate

11

in,

12

corporat e fraud.

13

work their way up the corporat e ladder to uncover

14

the extent of the scheme and bring the perpetra tors

15

to justice, we have found that the threat of prison

16

time makes lower-le vel employee s more willing to

17

cooperat e and provide informat ion to obtain

18

leniency .

19

but may not be at the heart of a major
Because investig ators must often

Let me say a few words about downward

20

departur es.

21

growing number of non-sub stantial assistan ce

22

downward departur es and its impact on federal

We remain very concerne d about the
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1

sentencing policy generally.

2

contemplate d that the sentencing guidelines would

3

cover most cases,

4

indeed,

5

Justice Briar's "Law Review• article in the--"Law

6

Review•

7

would rarely be appropriate ,

8

for judges to depart from the prescribed sentence

9

range.

Because Congress

the Sentencing Reform Act and,

the original Guidelines,

in 1988,"

as evidenced by

expressly anticipated that it

In the first

few

much less necessary,

years the guidelines were

10

in effect,

11

judges depart far more frequently and almost always

12

downward.

13

threatens to undermine the very goals of

14

consistency and predictabi lity that Congress meant

15

to achieve in moving to determinate sentencing and

16

that it expected the Commission to promote.

17

that was,

in fact,

the case.

The trend is unmistakab le,

Thank you,

again,

Today,

and it

for inviting me on

18

behalf of the Department of Justice and for taking

19

up these important issues of federal sentencing

20

policy.

21

time to answer any questions that the Commission

22

may have.

And I will be happy,

at the appropriate

Thank you.
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1

JUDGE MURPHY:

2

MR.

FELMAN:

Mr.

Boss and Mr.

Felman.

I think we decided that I'm

3

going to go first and then Barry's going to go.

4

I'm going to talk about whether there's a need to

5

increase sentences,

6

specificall y talk about whether there's a need to

7

change the table;

8

the proposal to change the base defense level.

9

then Mr.

generally;

and,

then,

and then I'm going to talk about

Boss is going to discuss some general

10

comments about the role of the Commission,

11

vis-a-vis Congress and the political process.

12

And

Much of what--and,

obviously,

it goes

13

without saying as we always begging,

14

really,

15

before the Commission and share with the

16

Commission ers what we hope to be the view of

17

practitione rs.

18

with 25 or so practitione rs from across the country

19

on the phone who weighed'in on our presentatio n

20

and, hopefully,

21

what we have to say.

22

that we

truly appreciate the opportunity to appear

I

We had a conference call earlier

added a few pearls of wisdom to

think a lot of what we just--what I
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1

think I

2

it sounds like something I might have heard five

3

years ago.

4

for at least five years--it seemed longer than that

5

at the time--leadi ng up to the global economic

6

crime package of 2001.

7

practition er's advisory group,

8

process that went into that as how this Commission

9

really best functions.

just heard from my colleague,

I

Mr. Mercer,

think that we talked about all this

And I think that,

as a

we look at the

It is an illustratio ri of

10

what the Commission can achieve when it utilizes

11

the resources that are available to it.

12

effort by the staff to research and gather the

13

data.

14

forum that George Mason University assisted with,

15

where we heard from a broad spectrum of

16

policymake rs and academics ..

17

decision that I

18

about and looked at,

19

issue.

20

There were hearings like this.

There was

There was a

And it lead to certain

think were very hardly thought
that addressed all of these

And there doesn't seem to be any reason to

21

believe or,

22

made were wrong,

based on any data,

that the decisions

because we simply don't even know
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1

what the impact of them is yet.

2

case yet that has applied those guidelin es,

3

although I

4

in the pipeline .

5

process of the Commissi on to go and revisit the

6

exact same thing that it just spent five years on

7

before we have any data to assess what the impact

8

of that work was.

9

I was going to start with some Elizabet h Taylor

I haven't had a

suspect they are just now starting to be
I

think it really undermin es the

And that's been said before and

10

husband joke or somethin g as the way this feels.

11

It just--it 's the same thing that we've said over

12

and over.

13

There does seem to be a misperce ption that

14

somehow what happened in 2001 was a lowering of the

15

sentence s at the low end,

16

And it gets confusin g and that's why,

17

think I gave you a piece of paper that is a

18

loss-tab le comparis on.

19

whether or not the prior guidelin e used more than

20

minimal planning or not.

21

cases with lower-le vel loss amounts,

22

minimal planning did not apply in about 60 percent

just across the board.
one time I

You really have to look at

And at the lower level,
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1

of those cases.

2

than minimal planning and assume that it did not

3

apply,

4

one level only for losses of between $2,000 and

5

$5,000.

6

lowered the penalties.

7

the same or greater.

8

than minimal planning under the old guidelines,

9

generally,

And if you forget about the more

the '01 amendments lowered the penalties by

That is the only place in which they
Otherwise,
And then,

t'hey were either

if there was more

they are the same--well,

they're lower

10

up until--and I put all this in a table that I gave

11

you--they'r e lower until $30,000 and then they

12

become the same for $30,000 to $40,000,

13

they're one level lower from $40,000 to $70,000.

14

But i t ' s not a dramatic change.

15

and then

But there was a reason why that change was

16

made.

17

a thought that the lower-level offenders do not

18

always need to go to prison.

19

we heard from most of the social scientists and the

20

data is that the real deterrent for many of those

21

people is the stigmatiza tion.

22

the jail time is the icing on the cake.

As I recall,

hearing articulated ,

In fact,

I

there was

think what

Most of my clients,
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1

people who generally have no prior record and they

2

have business licenses;

3

accountants ,

4

trust.

5

as they've previously known it,

6

Everything they went to school for and graduate

7

school for,

8

life-alteri ng

~vent

9

that somehow,

you know,

they're lawyers,

doctors,

they're in positions of authority and

And the impact for them is that their lives

i t ' s over.

are over.

That is a permanent

from these people.

The idea

whether they go to jail for

10

six months or eight months or twelve months after

11

that,

12

really not it for many of these people.

13

is somehow the big make-or-bre ak,

that's

The severity of what just happened,

in

14

terms of the emergency amendments,

15

to be soft on crime is stunning to me.

16

they are of historic proportion s.

17

usher in a new age of the incarcerati on of

18

non-violen t first-time offenders,

19

time previously reserved only for those who have

20

killed someone.

21

assume is going to happen again,

22

agree with it,

to consider them

I

I

think

think they

for periods of

And I will remind you and what I

obviously,

although I don't

is essentially a plus-18
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1

for anybody in one of these offenses.

2

plus-6 for more than 250 victims;

3

plus-4 if there's a hundred of them that were

4

substantia lly jeopardized ;

5

the same loss or the same harm,

6

go sophisticat ed means--offe nse,

7

So,

8

years.

If there's a $30,000 loss,

you can get 10

9

years;

if there's a $400,000 loss,

you can get 20

10

years.

11

life.

12

that Sarbanes-O xley was directed about is starting

13

at life.

14

colleagues in the criminal defense bar,

15

do,

16

is a different subject,

17

telling them right now this is the heyday of

18

criminal defense practice.

19

come down the pike,

20

adjustments apply, you're not even going to

21

recognize the landscape,

22

happened.

You've got a

a cumulative

it's double counting of

if there's no loss at all,

to me.

You've then

abuse of trust.

you can get five

And once the loss hits $2.5 million,
So,

virtually,

And I

it's

if anyone--any of these cases

just--I've been telling my

I usually have to wear body armor,
but I mean,

and when I
which I know

it's,

I've been

Because once this stuff

if you get a case where these

i t ' s a sea change in what
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1

I

think it,

frankly,

was done very rapidly

2

without enough forethought and I would urge the

3

Commission not to--and once you--and that's before

4

you even get to the loss-table,

5

i t ' s triple counting.

6

the hundred people who lost it,

7

lost some,

8

think about the objective of the guidelines to be

9

rational and to sit there and weigh all the

It's the dollar loss,

different things,

11

first--at first blush and say,

12

way.

I mean,

to me
plus

plus the 250 who

i t ' s the same utter harm.

10

13

that plus-18,

And when I

who would come to this
let's do it this

It's certainly not soft on crime.
But if fulfilled the purpose of the

14

Sarbanes-Oxley Act,

15

isn't any need to further change the table.

16

can't tell you how complex this is going to get.

17

It already tough enough having to go to the book

18

and figure out which table and what was the date

19

and the date bargaining and what are the facts and

20

which table applies when and now,

21

again,

22

cross-references ,

if anything did it.

There
And I

if you change it

i t ' s just that all over again.

There are

20 or so to that table,
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1

throughout the book.

2

looked at them and said do we need to do that?

3

we need to increase the punishments for all of

4

those offenses by changing this table?

5

Has anybody gone through and
Do

The changes to the base offense level is,

6

also,

7

simplificat ion project that I guess couldn't be

8

simplified or it just died on the vine,

9

hate to think with the people who wanted that to go

again,

complexity.

And I,

it was a

but I would

10

through would think about this.

11

order to figure out the base 6ffense level,

12

have to pull out your statute book off the shelf,

13

you have to look at the statute.

14

statutes don't always have the punishments in them,

15

they'll say,

16

provision.

17

defense lawyers out there,

18

bright as we'd like them to be.

19

follow all this stuff and they're going to miss it.

20

And you're going to see people get it wrong.

21

you're also going to see incredible charge

22

manipulatio n,

Because,

now,

in

you

And most of the

as punished by this other code
And I'm sorry,

but there's a lot of
who just aren't as
And they don't

And

where a prosecutor- -and there's no
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1

way to measure this in advance--r understand the

2

staff can tell you how many cases now are charges

3

of mail fraud,

4

many will be charges of mail fraud once it has a

5

statutory lead--once there's a

6

guideline-- significanc e to it.
And I

7

but what they can't tell you is how

just find it so ironic,

8

a geek or a student of mail fraud,

9

statute taught a history of it.

as somewhat

because if the

I mean,

to think

10

that that one,

11

punishment?

12

constitutio nal muster.

13

protecting the mails.

14

with the Commerce Clause so they can reach all of

15

this.

16

of the developmen t of the mail fraud statute,

17

like this broad,

18

fraud,

19

that's on point.

20

should be singled out for greater

I mean it just barely has
I mean,

i t ' s about

And then they hook it in

And if you go back and look at the history

stop-gap,

it's

covering everything

if you can't find anything more specific

And to say that that one's worse,

21

know,

22

with the code,

i t ' s just,

is,

you

when you match up the guideline

you're not making sense.
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1

understand the objective is to try to sort out that

2

that's from the frauds and to try to get there,

3

I think that we're going to have a lot of

4

manipulation there,

5

you plead guilty,

6

don't,

7

inherently antithetical to what the guidelines are

8

about.

I ' l l charge this statute.

if

If you

I ' l l charge this one and it's just

You know,

9

where prosecutor will say,

but

when we tried to get you all to

10

expand pursuant to 994J,

11

all I heard about was,

12

thought went into exactly where those lines are

13

drawn and we don't want to mess with moving those

14

tables down because we know exactly what loss

15

numbers trigger in where and whatnot.

16

seems to just kind of go out the window now,

where

17

it's okay,

And it

18

seems to me,

19

proposal back is,

20

level,

21

you're at it.

22

looked for that as least as an increase in

we'll

to expand zones B and C,

well,

you know,

a lot of

And all that

just bump it down a level.

at the very least,

my compromise

if you're going to drop it down a

drop zones B and C down a level,

while

And I think that everybody has
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1

flexibility .

2

Sarbanes-O xley.

3

offense,

4

should not get incarcerati on.

5

repealed and there isn't in Sarbanes-O xley that's

6

inconsisten t with that.

7

consider that and I probably used too much of my

8

time and so,

9

talk about other matters.

10
11

And Congress didn't repeal 9N84J in
And what it says is that every

except for--unless i t ' s otherwise serious,

JUDGE MURPHY:

who will

You'll have to talk fast

now.
MR.

13

almost all the time.

14

MR.

FELMAN:

MR.

BOSS:

16

And so I would urge you to

I ' l l defer to my twin here,

12

15

And that wasn't

BOSS:

I anticipated that he would use

I ought to have let him go

first.
I ' l l be fairly brief.

There

17

really are only two points that I want to make.

18

The first is that the key--first of all,

19

echo Jim's comments . .We really do appreciate the

20

opportunity ,

21

perspective to the Commission.

22

strongly about this round of amendments and so

always,

I want to

to come and give our
We do feel pretty
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1

we're glad to have the opportunity to tell you

2

about our thoughts.
There are two issues I

3

just want to

4

address and I ' l l try to be brief.

5

we've asked the Commission to be mindful of its

6

role and its purpose in considering these

7

amendments.

8

Practitioners Advisory Group is very concerned that

9

the Commission be sheltered from the political

The first

As a matter of policy,

is,

the

10

winds.

The whole purpose of the Commission,

11

course,

is to be an independent,

12

with special expertise in sentencing.

13

minute that the Commission becomes subject to

14

political pressures and the emotional climate,

15

media climate about what's the crime du jour, we

16

wind up with very bad policy.

17

really critical to the court's analysis and i t ' s

18

threat of the constitutionalit y of the Sentencing

19

Commission is that i t ' s an independent judicial

20

agency with special expertise.

21

best example of the Commission exercising that

22

expertise was the Economic Crime Package, which it

of

judicial agency

In fact,

And the

the

it was

And probably the
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1

took five years to study and assemble all the data.

2

And I won't repeat what Jim said,

3

the effort that went into that and at the end of

4

the day we had a,

you know,

5

level should be.

And the Commission,

6

infinite wisdom decided this is where it should be.

7

And the guidelines were enacted as of November 1,

8

2001.

but we all know

a debate about what
in its

And the notion now of changing the

9
10

Economic Crime Package based on the political

11

climate, without any empirical data.

12

course,

13

completely in the face of the Commission 's purpose

14

of being an expert sentencing body.

15

should act on data not on other extrinsic factors

16

which tend to influence policy,

17

Congress.

18

And,

of

absolutely none has been provided flies

And we hope,

the PAG,

The Commission

perhaps,

in

we feel it--we

19

learned our less from the War on Drugs,

20

was the crime du jour,

21

be really tough on drugs.

22

wldespread recognition that Congress,

where that

everybody felt we needed to
And I

think there's a
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1

Commission,

2

that War on Drugs.

3

amendment cycle,

4

impossible- -once we step into that abyss to ever

5

come out.

6

basis.

7

careful and to be true to its purpose in

8

considering whether or not to go further than it

9

has in the emergency amendments.

10

went overboard in how it reacted to
And,

as we know,

from the last

it is very hard--if not

And to bring things back to a rational

And so,

we ask the Commission to be very

The second point that I want to make that

11

is very,

12

rationale that's been given for increasing loss

13

levels for the low-end offenders.

14

that it will increase the incentive for

15

cooperation .

16

proffered before by the Department .

17

was always implicit and those of us on the defense

18

side always knew that there was charge manipulatio n

19

to try to get people to cooperate,

20

that there was always a widespread recognition that

21

that was improper.

22

process,

very troubling to the PAG is a new

And that is,

We have never heard this rationale
Of course,

but I

thought

It's a violation of cue

i t ' s a violation of the purposes behind
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1

the Sentencing Reform Act,

2

point where that's,

3

ahead and just hold higher sentences over people's

4

heads.

but now we're at the

we're saying okay,

let's go

We believe sentences should be based on

5
6

severity of the offense level--sev erity of the

7

offense,

8

set forth in the enabling statute in the

9

guidelines.

excuse me.

And the other considerati on

Putting aside whether i t ' s a

10

legitimate way to create an offense level,

11

holding a hammer over somebody's head to get them

12

to cooperate.

13

okay for us to consider,

14

policy.

15

is the people at the bottom are the people who are

16

least able to cooperate.

17

believe it would be any different in the economic

18

crimes context.

19

these small potatoes,

20

minnows,

21

of its press releases,

22

just get a higher sentence and there's an incentive

Even if you decide,

well,

that is

that's

i t ' s horrible sentencing

Because what we learned in the drug area

And there's no reason to

And so what we'll have happen is,
the people at the bottom,

the

as the Department refers to them in some
they get eaten up.
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1

to cooperate,

2

with and so what we're left with is they just get a

3

higher sentence, without any rational basis for

4

imposing that kind of sentence.

but they've got nothing to cooperate

We just think it's bad for the Commission

5
6

to be stepping into these areas.

7

should exercise its expertise,

8

wait to see what happens with the Economic Crime

9

Package before going any further in this area.

10

Again,

11

JUDGE MURPHY:

12

MR.

The Commission

its independenc e and

thank you for hearing from us.
Mr.

GOLDMAN:

Goldman.

Thank you.

Thank you,

13

Murphy.

14

opportunity to on behalf of the National

15

Association of Criminal Defense Lawyers and

16

personally to speak with you.

Commission ers,

Judge

thank you for the

I'm going to speak for a couple minutesj

17
18

if I may,

19

sentencing guidelines,

20

some of the,

I

21

byproducts.

And then try to tie it in to the issue

22

of a desire of the Department of Justice for

about some global effects of the

think,

how they affect practice;
quite unintention al
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1

across-th e-board increase s in the levels of prison

2

sentence s for low-leve l economic crimes.
First,

3

I

think we should all remember that

4

the issue is not who can go to jail,

5

is,

6

decision .

7

possibil ity of incarcer ation.

8

candy bar from the stand,

9

upstairs --downs tairs,

essentia lly,

but the issue

here who controls the jail

Every federal crime allows the
If somebody steals a

I think i t ' s

that person,

potentia lly,

is

10

subject to a

11

the judge to decide whether he or she deserves it.

12

~ix-month

jail sentence .

It's up to

What the proposal is to eliminat e that

13

discretio n.

14

harsher,

15

is mandator y jail to the adminis trative branch of

16

governme nt,

17

Not to make sentence s possibly

but to give the decision of whether there

the Departme nt of Justice.

In a certain sense,

it is,

to be blunt,

a

18

turf battle.

19

prosecut ors or the judges.

20

possibil ity in the lower levels of economic crimes,

21

like any other crimes.

22

It's who makes the call,

Second,

the

Jail is always a

and I will not repeat much of what
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1

my colleagues on my right said.

2

right,

3

everything they say.

4

ago after a very serious,

5

Commission enacted or put in effect,

6

Crime Package,

7

increases in white collar penalties.

8

know how much but,

9

before we go further.

I should say,

10

My immediate

said and I agree with
Eighteen-- less than 18 months

which will,

painstaking review,

Statistics show,

the Economic

undoubtedly ,

certainly,

this

have severe

We don't yet

we should await that

contrary to what has been

11

brooded about,

12

indeed,

13

been--unlik e other sentences,

14

creeping,

15

moving up constantly over the years so that they

16

are roughly on a par with narcotics crimes and

17

crimes of violence.

18

to get to be higher.

19

collar defendants are treated better is just out of

20

date.

21
22

that white collar defendants,

receive substantial sentences.

It has

been creeping up--not

but moving not quite at a gallop,

And they are,

clearly,

but

going

So the old saw that white

The real disparity in the system,

or the

real choice--the only real safety valve for the
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1

high-end s,

2

It's a question of prosecut orial control over who

3

cooperat es.

4

frankly,

5

to judge,

6

recomme ndation,

7

invariab ly followed to some extent,

8

out of the harsher part of the guidelin es.

9

or many of them,

is the 5k1 letter.

These disparit ies in the system,

are not from District to District or judge
but who gets the benefit of that 5K1
which judges in my experien ce have

The real people who suffer,

and who gets

as one of my

10

colleagu es said,

are the poor schnook who has no

11

one to give up.

The people at the high-end can

12

cooperat e; the people at the middle-e nd can,

13

the poor person who committe d a crime by himself or

14

who comes into late or is irreleva nt to the

15

prosecu tor's case,

16

already,

17

guidelin es.

18

letter.

but

because the other have pleaded

this is the person who suffers by the
The person who cannot get that 5k1

19

And what this also has happened ,

20

cannot document this, but I will tell you from my

21

personal experien ce,

22

collar defense lawyer, as I am,

and I

I've see it and every white
will tell you,
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1

People who are actually innocent are pleading

2

guilty.

3

this because they go to the lawyer and

~he

4

is often one of intent.

or very

5

often,

6

that's always given,

7

done;

8

given.

9

the criminal intent.

This is what has happened.

And they do

It's usually,

the white collar question,

question

not who did it,

not whether the acts were

that's usually given,

not always,

but usually

The question is the mens rea or lack of it,

And over and over we deal--we,

10

white

11

collar defense lawyers--deal with people who have

12

what I

13

probably,

14

his or her right mind a

15

because their judgment is so bad.

16

call criminally bad judgment.

People who

technically have mens rea,

but no one in

jury is going to credit it

But what happens very often is,

the lawyer

17

says to them,

18

sentence, you can cooperate with the prosecutor,

19

but you have to realize,

20

prosecutors have told me point blank,

21

intended to commit a crime.

22

there's a subordination of perjury,

look,

you are facing a very severe

you have to say as the
that you

And I don't mean
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1

that far.

And part of this is educationa l,

2

to client,

prosecutor to lawyer.

3

is people who actually did not believe they

4

committed crimes end up cooperating .

5

lawyer

But what happens

And then they testify and when they

6

testify they say,

7

in a way the jury,

8

intent,

9

this whole 5k1 syndrome--a nd mandatory sentences

10

increase that effect anymore--i t has brought the

11

situation where,

12

white collar area are pleading guilty and,

13

sometimes happens, been convicted.

14

I

intended to commit a crime and,
by nature,

transfers that

as they see it to the defendant.

So what

literally innocent people,

in the
as

It's changed to a large extent how

15

criminal defense lawyers act.

16

many of us,

17

or sever cooperating clients for every one we go to

18

trial with,

19

We're no longer,

criminal defense lawyers.

We have six

only 3 percent go trial.

But let me speak,

briefly,

about the

20

specific proposal to put across the board--incr ease

21

across-the board sentences.

22

pushed,

The government has

startling-- that i t ' s perhaps startling,
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1

perhaps not,

2

we want--we need the minnows to get the big fish.

3

Well,

4

anyhow.

that i t ' s come out and said directly,

the bottom line is we they get the minnows

Twenty percent of the people in white

5
6

collar cases,

7

many,

8

or have too little.

9

collar defense lawyers make in a case as soon as

17 percent across the board get 5Ks,

many more try for them,

but they're too late

The first motion,

most white

10

the client comes in is to hail a taxi,

11

right hand,

12

prosecutor's office.

13

This is a system where,

14

cooperators for every one who goes to trial.

15

There's no shortage.

16

so much does it,

17

pressure--it's the possibility of

18

hail a taxi,

Second,

raise their

go down to the

That's what happens here.
again,

six to seven

And it isn't mandatory jail

but that puts a greater
jail.

deterrents--most white collar

19

people do,

20

but the bottom line,

21

desperation--some greed,

22

but desperation,

to be sure,

deterrence is an element,

is most of them act out of
to be sure--some greed,

misguided loyalty,
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1

jobs,

to keep their companies going.

2

them,

as

3

dreadful judgment.

4

someone who has dreadful judgment,

5

she doesn't really believe and--give sometimes the

6

corporate client--a corporate climate,

7

understanda bly,

8

he's doing is wrong.

9

I

I

said,

And many of

just because they have just
So you cannot really deter
because he or

he or she doesn't believe that what

say we have gone very,

very far in 2001.

10

I

11

judicial independenc e.

12

judge's role,

13

very different than it was years ago.

14

leave the judges what judicial independenc e they

15

have left.

16

level in it,

17

would ask that we leave what little is left of

you

I

haven't talked about the

know it much better than I.

It's

But let's

Let's keep the playing field--wha t's
let's keep that left.

There are better ways to fight white

18

collar crime than the need of upping up sentences

19

every time.

20

We've abdicated-- they've abdicated their

21

responsibi lity to industrywid e agencies.

22

terms of fairness many,

We have weak regulatory agencies.

many,

Many in

many white collar
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1

defendants don't know what they were doing wrong

2

because they were no guidelines,

3

rules.

We're dealing with a most amorphous word:

4

fraud.

We're dealing with tax evasion,

5

to tax avoidance.

6

determine fraud?

7

prosecutor decides he or she in the stomach doesn't

8

like and how far a

9

that.

there are no

The difference is,
I've always said,

as opposed

how do you

it's what a

judge is willing to tolerate

It is such a amorphous concept to give

10

incredibly harsh sentences for a bad judgment call,

11

just seems wrong.

12

I'd ask this Commission --! understand- -we

13

all understand the tremendous pressures.

14

Department of Justice said it point blank,

15

always go to the legislature ,

16

gentility about that.

17

costly,

18

you.

19
20
21
22

i t ' s harsh,

they say.

we can

No

But increasing sentences is

and i t ' s ineffective .

JUDGE MURPHY:

The

Thank you.

Thank

Pro£essor

Bowman.
PROFESSOR BOWMAN:

Judge Murphy,

of the Sentencing Commission,

members

I want to thank you,
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1

first,

2

afternoon.

for inviting me to appear before you this

3

It's always a pleasure to be here.

Over the last four months,

you've received

4

from me a number of responses to your requests for

5

comments regarding proposed post-Sarban es-Oxley

6

amendments and I've also provided a written

7

statement for this hearing and I'm not going to

8

repeat here what I said in the letters or in my

9

written statement.

10

Instead,

I want to say a few words about

11

the struggle for institution al control of federal

12

sentencing,

13

sentencing is only an incident.

14

of which the debate of economic crime

I want to preface my remarks with a brief

15

autobiograp hical aside,

16

my colleagues on this panel,

17

institution or group,

18

Before I grew this beard and became a pointy-head ed

19

academic,

20

on three different occasions,

21

years.

22

offense,

I

because,

unlike the rest of

I do not represent any

speak only for myself.

I was a prosecutor --federal and state,
totalling some 14

If serving as a prosecutor were a criminal
I've already had my third strike.
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1

served in the Justice Department,

2

attorney or an Assistant U.S. Attorney in the

3

Administra tions of Jimmy Carter,

4

elder Bush and Bill Clinton.
At some deep level,

5

as a trial

Ronald Reagan,

the

I am a prosecutor and

6

I always will be.

7

prosecuted my share of robbers and rapists and

8

murderers,

9

call at the Denver D.A.'s office the knife and gun

Moreover,

though I have

I am not a member of what we used to

10

club,

11

are violent crimes.

12

division,

13

Miami U.S. Attorney's office,

14

prosecuting white collar offenses.

I have no

15

sympathy for thieves and swindlers,

they should be

16

investigate d vigorously by federal prosecutors ;

17

prosecuted aggressivel y,

18

often and for longer terms than had until recently

19

been the case.

20

folks who believe that the only real crimes
Rather,

in the criminal

at the Denver D.A.'s office and at the

Now,

that said,

I specialized in

and sent to prison more

I

find myself in the

21

unaccustome d position of opposing the Justice.

22

Department on almost all points of their current
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1

proposal.

2

has made me into a big sissy,

3

supporter of both the sentencing guideline system,

4

and the federal prosecutors,

5

the Justice Department is pressing positions which

6

are unwise.

7

inconsiderate of the judgment and institutional

8

prerogatives of the other actors in the federal

9

sentencing system,

I do so,

not because becoming a teacher
but because,

I am convinced that

Positions so inflexible,

that,

as a

if adopted,

so

they push us

10

several giant steps down the path towards the

11

collapse of the guidelines experiment.

12

And we're here today,

because the

13

Department of Justice wants higher sentences for

14

federal economic crimes.

15

Sentencing Commission pass a complete revision of

16

the loss table 2B1.1.

17

increase sentences for all defendants,

18

defendants who cause losses greater than $10,000.

19

Now,

in form,

They insist that you,

the

A revision that would
all

their proposal is an

20

across-the-board sentence increase.

21

conceptually and carefully,

22

different components.

Examined

it contains two
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1

First,

they want to change the low end of

2

the table to increase the number of defendants

3

required to serve prison time.

4

accomplishe d by lowering the loss amounts that

5

trigger eligibility for zone A,

6

The objective is to restrict the discretion of

7

judges to impose non-prison sentences,

8

sentences and other alternative punishment s.

9
10
11

In shorthand,

This would be

B,

and C sentences.

split

this component of the DOJ

proposal is directed at the in/out decision.
The second component of the DOJ proposal

12

is a modificatio n of the loss table to increase the

13

length of prison

14

defendants who would already be serving prison

15

sentences under current guidelines.

16

s~ntences

for all economic crime

The Department demands--an d I

think

17

demands is not too strong a work--that the

18

Commission pass both halves of its proposal.

19

its wishes are not met,

20

will go to Congress.

21

of the Department of Justice proposal.

22

First,

If

says the Department, you

Let's consider the two parts

the low-end sentences or the in/out
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1

choice.

2

has two things going for it.

3

consistency and that is throughout the long

4

economic crime package debate,

5

both Presidents Clinton and Bush urged lower

6

trigger points for incarcerati on.

7

testimony last summer,

8

concern about sentences for losses for less than

9

$70,000.

The low-end portion of the DOJ position

10

Second,

The first

is

the Department under

And in Senate

the Department expressed its

this component of the Department

11

of Justice's position is supported by a logical

12

argument.

13

written statement.

14

argues that serious offenses should result in some

15

period of incarcerati on.

16

current loss table lets serious offenders-- those

17

who steal sums in the range of,

18

$100,000 escape incarcerati on.

19

The argument is set out in Bill Mercer's
In essence,

And,

the Department

in their view,

say,

the

$30,000 to

Now this is an argument with which I have

20

consider personal sympathy.

21

dollars,

22

$70,000 is a serious matter.

for example,

Seventy thousand

is a lot of money,

stealing

And one can argue
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1

perfectl y reasonab ly that one who does so should be

2

required to go to prison.

3

The weakness in the Departme nt of Justice

4

position is that it made exactly this same argument

5

for five year,

6

developi ng the Economic Crime Package.

7

Commissi on,

8

all the other intereste d instituti ons,

9

probatio n officers ,

during the long process of

after careful study,

And this

consulta tion with

the defense bar,

judges,

arrived at a

10

loss table with differen t trigger points than the

11

Departme nt of Justice would have preferre d.

12

In the 15 months since November 2001,

the

13

Departm ent's argument s have neither changed nor

14

improved .

15

parties have not altered.

16

to light.

17

determin e the effects of the November 2001

18

amendme nts.

19

control of the United States Senate and passage of

20

a bill aimed at serious,

21

fraud.

22

The position s of the other intereste d

Indeed,

No new facts have come

there has been no time to

Only two things have changed:

the

large-sc ale corporat e

By linking its recycled argument s for
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1

lower in/out trigger points to an across-the- board

2

sentence increase,

3

to harness congression al concern about serious

4

corporate crime to compel the passage of provisions

5

that have absolutely nothing to do with the

6

language or purpose of the Sarbanes-O xley Act.

7

Now what about sentence increases for

the Department of Justice hopes

8

crimes involving losses above $70,000?

9

Department 's argument for raising sentences on all

The

10

those already receiving prison terms is weak

11

precisely where i t ' s low-loss in/out argument was

12

strong.

13

Before the passage of Sarbanes-O xley,

14

Department did not argue that economic crime

15

sentences,

in general, were too low.

16

June 2002,

on June 19,

17

I,

testified before the Senate Judiciary

18

Committee- -the United States Attorney for the

19

Southern District of New York,

20

[ph] , specificall y endorsed the Economic Crime

21

Package as a substantial achievemen t.

22

Sarbanes-O xley,

First with respect to inconsisten cy.

myself,

2002,

the

Indeed,

in

in a hearing--in which

New York,

Mr.

Komi

Since

the Department 's position on the
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1

adequacy mid-to-h igh loss economic crime sentence s

2

has reversed 180 degrees.

3

Second,

even after the passage of the

4

Sarbanes -Oxley Act,

5

attempte d to explain why higher sentence s for those

6

already receivin g prison sentence s are necessar y or

7

even desirabl e.

8

show that current sentenci ng levels provide

9

inadequa te deterren ts or are dispropo rtionate to

10

the Departme nt has never

There has never been an effort to

the seriousn ess of the offense.

11

For example,

if.you read Bill Mercer's

12

written testimon y,

13

argument for requirin g more medium- to low-loss

14

defendan ts to serve some prison time.

15

is utterly silent-- utterly silent on the question

16

of why,

17

every sentence of every defendan t with a loss

18

amount greater than $70,000 should increase .

19

silence speaks volumes.

20

i t does contain a cogent

However,

it

as a matter of sound sentenci ng policy

This

Given the sentence s now called for by the

21

post November 2001 economic crime guidelin es,

22

simply cannot be seriousl y argued that sentence s
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1

for serious federal economic crime offenses are too

2

low.

That argument is simply not temple

[ph] .

The Departm ent's sole argument is that

3
4

Sarbanes -Oxley requires sentenci ng increase s for

5

everybod y,

6

offenses bear any relation to the high-lev el

7

corporat e fraud at which Sarbanes -Oxley was

8

transpar ently directed .

9

regardle ss of whether or not their

The Departm ent's argument stated pointedl y

10

is that Sarbanes -Oxley leaves this Commissi on no

11

discretio n,

12

sentenci ng policy.

13

or attempti ng to determin e the intent of Congress .

14

The only permissi ble response to Sarbanes -Oxley,

15

accordin g to the Departme nt of Justice is more

16

prison for every federal defendan t convicte d of

17

stealing .

18

no room for judgment about optimum

At bottom,

Indeed,

no room for determin ing

the argument s we've heard this

19

afternoo n from the Departme nt of Justice,

20

all the argument s that we're engaged in here are

21

not about sentence length at all.

22

argument about power:

indeed,

This is an

instituti onal power over the
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1

sentencing process.
I've been a supporter of the federal

2
3

sentencing guideline system,

4

originally conceived,

5

sentencing discretion,

6

considerab le de facto room for maneuver.

7

supported the system because it gave prosecutors

8

meaningful,

if not absolute power to

9

sentences.

As a prosecutor,

because at least as

it markedly reduced judicial
while leaving judges
I've

influenc~

thought that was good,

10

and I still do.

11

because it created a body of politically neutral

12

specialists ,

13

for rational argument about sentencing policy.

14

conceived,

15

between the institution s most concerned with

16

sentencing.

17

Justice Department.

18

forum,

19

even their views have,

20

than some others.

21
22

And I've supported this system

this Commission,

As

this system cieated a reasonable balance

The Commission,
And it,

the courts,
at least,

the

provided a

in which the defense bar could be heard,
perhaps,

What we see today,
say it,

to provide a forum

carried less weight

loathe though I am to

is the Department of Justice bent on
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1

gatherin g virtuall y all sentenci ng authorit y to

2

itself.

3

the loss table.

4

the current guidelin es do not provide prison

5

sentence s for defendan ts at certain loss levels.

6

Not true.

7

prison sentence s for someone who steals,

8

example,

9

power to impose prison sentence s for such cases.

10

Consider the argument about the low end of
The Justice Departme nt argues that

The current guidelin es do not require

$50,000,

for

but judges certainl y have the

And they often do.

11

If you look at your own statistic s for

12

fiscal year 2001,

13

defendan ts who are eligible for straight probatio n

14

are given prison by judges in this country.

15

the Departme nt wants is to take away the judge's

16

power of choice.

17

30 percent of economic crime

What

The same tenancy is at work in the area of

18

departur es.

19

has,

20

award 5K1 departur es.

21

frank,

22

have done litt.le or nothing.

The Departme nt insists,

and always

on unfetter ed power to charge bargain and to
A power that is,

to be

often employed on behalf of defendan ts who
But the exercise of
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1

judicial departure is to the complete and anathema.

2

The drive for institutional control over

3

sentences is not limited to competition with the

4

Judiciary.

5

result of years of careful study,

6

negotiation among all the interested parties and

7

institutions.

8

sentencing Commission could do;

9

process could work;

The 2001 Economic Crime Package was the

It showed,

consultation and

if I may say so,

what the

how well the

how valuable this institution

10

is.

11

entitled to respect and to reasonable deference

12

from all the parties to the sentencing process.

Your work and your considered judgment are

13

The present Department of Justice

14

initiatives suggest that this Department of Justice

15

views this Commission not as an authority,

16

an institution worthy of deference and respect,

17

as an obstacle to centralizing sentencing authority

18

in the Executive Branch.

19

not as
but

I think this is profoundly unfortunate.

20

The sentencing guidelines are a good thing.

21

They're a very good thing for prosecutors.

22

However,

in order to survive,

the system must have
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1

a reasonable distributio n of rulemaking power;

2

must permit exercise of discretion by prosecutors ,

3

and judges and defendants,

it

alike.

And these guidelines must not become a

4
5

one-way ratchet creating ever higher sentences for

6

everything.

7

direction.

8

system will collapse in a burst of revulsion.

We are moving quickly in that
If the movement does not stop,

The institution ,

9

I must say,

this

that would

10

mourn the guidelines passing the most would be

11

federal prosecutor s.

12

the most to cause this downfall is the

13

of Justice.

14

moderate i t ' s positions and I hope this Commission

15

will act in a way that's consistent with its

16

important mandate.

17

I

But the institution now doing
Depar~ment

hope the Department of Justice will

Thank you.

JUDGE MURPHY:

Thank you.

I

said,

at the

18

beginning that you'd have a little opportunity for

19

rebuttal.

20

MR. MERCER:

Well,

I

think i£ you're open

21

to it,

22

Commission and hopefully have a chance to

I ' l l just answer questions from the
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1

editoria lize along the way to be responsi ve to my

2

panel colleagu es.

3
4

JUDGE MURPHY:

Okay,

this fine.

Judge

Castillo .

5

JUDGE CASTILLO :

6

invita-tio n raised by Mr.

7

actress that you referred to and tell you what she

8

told all of her various spouses.

9

keep you very long.

10

I

find myself,

I ' l l take up your
Felman to quote from that

I ' l l try not to

consiste nt,

with my prior

11

remarks in agreemen t with Mr.

12

Mr.

13

And I want to thank you,

14

submissi ons.

15

I read all the submissi ons.

16

prosecu torial backgrou nd,

17

same sentimen ts about what is going on now.

Boss and,

18

Goldman,

Mr.

Felman,

in particul ar what Professo r Bowman.
professo r,

for all your

I've read them all very carefull y,

Now,

Mr.

Mercer,

And we share the same

and I

feel probably ,

the

you and I have interacte d

19

before and I apologiz e if that seemed like a

20

depositi on,

21

that I think the Departme nt of Justice should be

22

happy.

it wasn't meant to.

First of all,

as

I will tell you

the Economic Crime Package in
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1

'01,

2

very proud of as a Commissioner.

3

ways,

4

things that were just in the process of developing,

5

but one of my missions since I came to the

6

Commission was to increase the penalties for white

7

collar crime.

8

front of our Practitioners Advisory Group or the

9

President of the National Association of Criminal

is a piece of amendment legislation that I'm
in many

we were ahead of the curve in reacting to

And I don't hesitate to say that in

10

Defense Lawyers because I thought,

11

especially,

12

I think,

at the high end,

they were inadequate.

And so I think that that

'01 legislation,

13

which is probably the amendments that will apply to

14

all these recent indictments,

15

convictions,

16

studied process.

17

Now,

if you obtain

was one that was considerable and

I'm not--! don't have the same proud

18

feelings about what we did in January.

19

were rushed,

20

But I

21

Attorneys Committee, you should be very proud of

22

all of the enactments that we undertook in January

One,

we

i t was an emergency-type of situation.

think that,

again,

on behalf of the U.S.
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1

that became effective immediately and what remains

2

is this one dangling issue as to the loss tables

3

and what's to be done.

'

4

I've studied it very closely.

I will tell

5

you--I was especially taken and maybe Professor

6

Bowman--and there is a question coming--Professo r

7

Bowman is familiar with a law review article that

8

one of his colleagues from Washburn University

9

School of Law Professor Mary Criner Ramirez

[ph],

10

has just put out an article in the "Loyola

11

University Law Journal."

12

Crime: Guiding Economic Crime Reform after the

13

Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002," where. she makes a very

14

good point that:

15

'01,

16

is a problem and the problem is with downward

17

departures.

one,

It's called "Just in

our economic crime package in

was a well-considered change,

18

And so,

I will tell you,

19

to Montana,

20

making it clear,

21

haven't been clear enough.

22

predict,

but that there

when you go back

go back happy, because we will be
if we haven't,

i t ' s because we

As of tomorrow,

if my predictions are good,
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1

announcing that we're going to be looking closely

2

at downward departures.

3

am concerned about how downward departures interact

4

with white collar crime.

Because,

But other than that,

5

in particular,

I

my question is this:

6

You make the point about this cooperation at

7

low-level broad movers and in connection with white

8

collar crime.

9

relevant conduct principles apply,

Well,

my question would be,

the way

even if you were

10

a lower-level person in a white collar criminal

11

event,

12

be,

13

of the enhancements would apply to somebody lower

14

level and you would still get all the incentive if

15

not more for cooperation.

16

that analysis?

17

if you would call it that,

as a

judge,

MR.

my sense would

that the loss calculations and all

MERCER:

Well,

Am I

somehow wrong in

certainly,

relevant

18

conduct is going to come into play interest he

19

event the relevant conduct runs to everything that

20

this particular defendant might know.

21

the testimony goes to the question of a defendant

22

with a narrower set of understanding that probably
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1

few district judges would say,

2

from point A and I'm going to find that this

3

defendant somehow had knowledge that reaches to all

4

these other parts of criminal conduct.

5

I don't think there's much certainty in that and,

6

in terms of trying to have the right set of

7

guidelines in this area,

8

that relevant conduct would drive the sentence in a

9

case like that.

I'm going to start

Once again,

I don't know if I think

This is one of those areas,

where

10

I don't know if the Commission studied it,

11

know if academics have studied it.

12

much of a sense of how relevant conduct has been

13

applied by district courts in the white collar

14

context,

15

levels,

16

how that's run historically.

17

question,

18

relevant conduct alone is a very powerful signal to

19

the white collar--the potential white collar target

20

who might be involved in an investigation.

21
22

I don't

I don't have

particularly those higher corporate fraud
so i t ' s a little bit hard for me to know
But based upon the

I'm not quite sure that that's a very--

JUDGE CASTILLO:

One of the debates that

we've been having just internally,
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1

informally testified before us,

2

definition of white collar crime?

3

asked you that,

4

nuclear energy opportunity to define that for me,

5

if you will.
MR.

6

is what's the
I know you--r

so I'm go{ng to give you a complete

MERCER:

Well,

I

think the way you

7

posed it during the last opportunity ,

8

address the question.

9

teller who was guilty of an embezzleme nt charge,

10

should be considered as a white collar criminal?

You asked whether a bank

11

JUDGE CASTILLO:

12

MR.

MERCER:

for me to

Yes.

And I said,

no.

And,

in a

13

sense,

14

construed abuse of trust and,

15

Commission has looked at abuse of trust.

16

believe that unless we're talking about a lead

17

teller,

18

an abuse of trust enhancemen t.

19

argue that that's not a white collar crime.

20

I

think I was looking to the way courts have

or the head teller,

frankly,

the way the
And I

we're not going to see
And I

think we can

I'm much more comfortable defining it the

21

way the Commission 's defined it,

22

we're not going to try to decide something-- whether

which saying,
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1

something's a white collar crime or whether it is

2

something else.

3

things as fraud crimes.

4

We can describe all of these

A bankruptcy fraud in a certain context,

5

you know,

6

always a white collar crime,

7

the guidelines- -what the Commission did as part of

8

the 2001 package was to collapse these things,

9

theft,

it's always a fraud crime,

embezzleme nt fraud,

whether i t ' s

i t ' s not,

but I

think

into that one guideline.

10

I

11

whether that makes sense or not,

12

line is,

13

construed it and I

14

difficult for us to always define what's a white

15

collar crime.

16

we can't say,

17

is a white collar crime always.

18

i t ' s going to be and sometimes it isn't going to

19

be.

20

think different people have questions about
but the bottom

that's the way the Commission has
think it's going to be very

We certainly can't do it by statute,
this 1341 charge or that 1344 charge

JUDGE CASTILLO:

Because sometimes

Your written

21

testimony- -this is the last question I'm sorry.

22

Your written testimony emphasizes lower-level fraud
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1

offenders,

2

between a lower-level fraud offender and

3

lower-level theft offender or am I wrong about

4

that?

5

so I take it that you draw a distinction

MR.

MERCER:

I wouldn't want it to be

6

construed that narrowly.

7

ask the Commission to look at the way it is

8

structured to be 1.1 and we're not asking for you

9

to bifurcate 2B1.1 into 2F1.1 again.

I

think we're trying to

What we've

10

tried to say is that we think the Congress,

11

upon Section 905 of Sarbanes-O xley and based upon

12

the kind of comments that Professor Bowman and I

13

heard from Senator Biden and others during

14

hearings,

15

certainly,

16

about the $65,000 fraud case.

17

that there isn't really any,

18

a 6 to 12 guideline range.

19

from the Commission data,

20

many people that are going to see 6 months or 12

21

months in a BOP facility,

22

calculation .

based

indicates that members of Congress and,
the Executive Branch is very concerned
And very concerned
yeah,
But I

i t ' s true,

it's

think we know

that there aren't very

with that guideline

They're going to get home arrest,
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1

they're going to get communit y confinem ent and

2

that's not the appropri ate message in terms of

3

promotin g respect for the law,

4

And I,

quite frankly,

all that.
I

have to say,

this

5

begins my editoria lizing,

6

that this is somehow an attempt for the Departme nt

7

of Justice to power grab the instituti onal

8

question s on sentenci ng,

9

rulemaki ng question ,

I do not--the argument

this is a legislat ive

which is:

What does the

10

Commissi on think that a person who has committe d a

11

$65,000 fraud crime or a $100,000 fraud crime,

12

what's the just punishme nt there?

13

arrest?

14

going to achieve any purposes of sentenci ng,

15

statutor y purposes ?

16

we believe the Congress 's argument has been we need

17

to worry more about the $50,000,

18

inapprop riate that those people are going to be in

19

zone B.

Is it communit y confinem ent?

Is that
those

The Departm ent's argument ,

20

JUDGE MURPHY:

21

PROFESSO R O'NEILL:

22

Is it home

and

$60,000 and it is

Professo r O'Neill.
I'm definite ly glad

you added that editoria lizing at the end because I
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1

think that's one of the argument s that I've been

2

frankly looking for the Departme nt of Justice to

3

make.

4

I need some help,

basicall y.

And here's

5

sort of th~ help I need and some of the concerns ,

6

guess that I have.

7

punish someone,

8

obviousl y one of the most awesome decision s that

9

probably anybody can make in the criminal justice

I

I look at the decision to

to place them in prison is

10

system.

11

I can just go and lecture to students and do things

12

that have absolute ly no impact on the world

13

whatsoev er.

14

here on the Commissi on have to make those same sort

15

of difficul t decision s that,

16

in time,

17

make them,

18

Commissi on.

19

I'm lucky,

when I leave my Commissi on job,

Unfortun ately,

many of my colleagu es

frankly,

at this point

I'm glad I'm not necessar ily having to
the fact that I'm also on the

Similarl y,

the decision to release

20

somebody ,

21

sentence is obviousl y a momentou s decision ; both in

22

terms of someone who may have been victimiz ed and

or the decision to cut somebody 's
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1

also for the potentia l for other people to be

2

victimiz ed,

3

the concerns that we have on the Sentenci ng

4

Commissi on.

5

as well.

Ordinari ly,

So,

obviousl y that's one of

we have sort of two

6

theoreti cal bases for punishme nt:

7

of deterren ce.

8

as an example so other people won't do bad things.

9

Specific to deterren ce,

There's the idea

General deterren ce,

holding you up

let's make sure the bad

10

person is not doing bad things again.

11

the notion of retribut ion.

12

Well,

Then there's

as I go back even before the 2001

13

changes that the Sentenci ng Commissi on made to the

14

fraud loss tables and to the guidelin es and to the

15

whole Economic Crimes Package,

16

kind of interest ing things.

17

always difficul t to demonstr ate.

18

recogniz e it exists.

19

actually prove--a lot of people have done academic

20

work on it,

21
22

I notice a couple of

General deterren ce is
I think we all

It's very difficul t to

i t ' s very difficul t to demonstr ate.

One of the things that I do notice and
maybe this is somethin g sort of useful for the
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1

Department as well,

2

PowerPoint or something to present this on.

3

I

4

fraud-type crimes,

5

I

6

prosecution s being brought,

7

21.7 percent of all the federal criminal

8

prosecution s being brought.

9

1997 to 2001 and I

I'm sorry I don't have a
But if

look at prosecution s for the sort of traditional
embezzleme nt,

larceny,

whatever.

look at from fiscal year 1997 roughly 10,589
which represents about

I

fast

forward from

see a drop in the total number

10

of frauds being prosecuted.

11

time that we actually made a change in the

12

guidelines in 2001,

13

of the cases to 16.3 percent of the cases and a

14

drop from 10,589 cases prosecuted to only,

15

cases being prosecuted.

16

because I was actually served as general counsel to

17

the Senate Judicial Committee,

18

of that time,

19

time where we had an enormous expansion in terms of

20

the number of investigato rs and also the number of

21

AUSAs out there,

22

whole Oklahoma City tragedy where we increased the

I

So I

see prior to the

see a drop from 21.7 percent

9,708

And I'd just like to note,

at least during some

but that was also during a period of

especially following 1996 and the
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number of prosecutors and investigato rs generally.

2

So,

looking back on it,

just in terms and

3

this is a very rough and a very crude sort of

4

measure of general deterrents.

5

is something that would be a nice collaborati ve

6

effort between the Department of Justice and

7

Sentencing Commission to look at.

8

general deterrent sort of perspective ,

9

the justificati on,

frankly,

changing the 2001 guidelines,

11

at the high end.
The second thing,

perhaps,

this

But from a

we made,

10

12

And,

I don't see

even for

necessarily ,

at least

I'd say and that goes to

13

the other type of deterrents,

14

of specific deterrents.

15

Reesberg

16

a study a couple of years ago,

17

deterrents for individuals ,

18

criminals who received straight probation and the

19

same sort of similarly situated defendants who went

20

to prison

Boo·m,

21

your $200,

go directly to prison.

22

[ph],

I

and that's the idea

A guy named Daniel

think I've got the name right,

did

looking at specific

for white collar

do not pass GO,

do not collect

One of the interesting things that he
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found was that,

2

received straight probation and the folks who

3

actually went to prison,

4

subsequent recidivism rates.

5

Now,

with respect to both the people who

no difference in terms of

interesting ly enough,

the Sentencing

6

Commission,

7

working a lot on,

8

the criminal history project that we're looking at

9

in terms of doing our 15-year review of the

in a project that I've been sort of
I guess,

and it has to do with

10

guidelines,

11

that we've found in cranking the data and cranking

12

the numbers ourselves,

13

actually went to prison, vis-a-vis,

14

probation,

15

we're doing,· which is--I'll just have a little plug

16

for the Sentencing Commission,

17

largest recidivism pro1ect of its type that's ever

18

been done anywhere,

19

one of the other interesting things

is looking folks who
people who got

in terms of the recidivism project that

here--it's the

at least as far as we know.

We got the same sort of a message and

20

that's that people, whether they're at the low end

21

or at the high end of the guidelines,

22

recidivate anymore whether they've gone to prison
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or whether they just get convicted and wind up

2

going onto probation.

3

Now,

the second issue,

and that was the

4

issue I

5

respect to the retributivi st

6

if the Department feels like the penalties are

7

simply in terms of just punishment,

8

enough,

9

guess I would rather here.

think that you so eloquently addressed with
[ph]

element,

is that

just not high

that's sort of the justificati on that I
Because I'm just having

10

sort of a difficult time deciding how we change

11

these penalties when I have a tough time,

12

crank the numbers,

13

of either specific deterrence or general

14

deterrence.

15

Now,

when I

of looking at either the element

I will say that one big thing

16

happened last year.

And that's Sarbanes-O xley.

17

And I believe,

think the Department is quite

18

right,

19

Congress of the United States instructed us to

20

change the penalties.

21

as to whether or not we have to change all the

22

penalties from the lower-level offender to the

and I

that the Department,

rather that the

There's obviously a question
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highest level offender or whether it's just some

2

subset of those folks.

3

that Congress intended us to change these

4

penalties.

5

four-fold with respect to mail and wire fraud;

6

fold with respect to ERISA violations.

7

clearly,

8

going on there.

9

Obviously,

But I,

at least,

believe

they increased them
ten

So,

Congress recognizes that there's a problem

Now,

to that then,

I would add,

I would

10

look at what we did in 2001 and I would say that

11

for all crimes,

12

$120,000 in cost,

13

substantia lly across the board.

14

crimes sort of below $70,000--th e real change was

15

below $70,000 to about $5,000 the change that we

16

wrought in the fraud-loss tables wound up being

17

about a month less time,

18

concerns that are going to be involved there,

19

may,

20

But then,

21

of a loss,

22

did in the $2,000 table as compared to what had

in fact,

for all fraud offenses above
we increased penalties pretty

you know,

And,

in fact for

obviously there are other
that

change penalties even more.

for people who are under $2000K in terms
there was virtually no change in what we
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1

been done before.

2

Now,

so we've at least above $70,000

3

changed the penalties fairly substantia lly--for

4

some things not for all things.

5

we did another change,

6

addressed entirely what Congress wanted in

7

Sarbanes-O xley,

8

the right direction,

9

legislation .

10

Then in January,

which again,

may not have

but at least was probably a step in
perhaps,

given the

So the question that I

have is ought we to

11

really be giving a little bit more time to see

12

whether or not the changes that we did in 2001 and

13

the changes that we effected in January,

14

not those satisfy what the congression al mandate

15

was.

16

And if the answer to that is,

whether or

well,

17

there's a problem with respect to,

you know,

18

retributive element of punishment,

then that's

19

obviously a different story.

20

the

The second thing that I would ask is

21

perhaps we could work with the Department of

22

Justice to see exactly what's going on in terms of
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1

deterrents.

2

2001 when we made the changes,

3

to be a perfect example to be able to look at

4

general deterrents,

5

perhaps,

6

any sort of deterrent effect.

7

we're not going to be able to do that because we

8

are going to have to change the tables.

I

hope,

just as an academic,

that in

that this was going

to give us the best shot,

we had at seeing whether or not there was

9

So,

Now,

obviously,

perhaps that's something we can,

you

10

know,

11

guess there's not really a question here--it's more

12

of an indication,

work with the Department on in looking at.

13

MR.

don't know.

I

MERCER:

You promised--y ou promised

14

there was going to be a question.

15

couple questions.

16
17

PROFESSOR O'NEILL:

20

Yeah there are a

Any response or any

comments.

18
19

I

MR.

JASO:

I

think the question is,

isn't

that so?
PROFESSOR O'NEILL:

And so,

since you were

21

trained at George Mason,

22

importance that we place on empirical research.

you recognize the
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MR. MERCER:

I do,

indeed,

and I was

2

thinking as you were defining the difference

3

between general and specific deterrents,

4

pleased to have Professor Parker talk to me about

5

that at length,

6

the difference of the two.

7

I was

because I think I have a grasp of

I agree that 2001,

the 2001 package is not

8

going to give the Commission the basis to make a

9

determinati on about general deterrence.

I can see

10

how a significant study on those convicted of

11

crimes,

12

the federal system,

13

basis to reach conclusions about specific

14

deterrents.

15

offenders,

16

they've recidivated and that's great.

17

whether they were in the state system or
would give the Commission a

Because you've got a sample of
you can track them,

you can find out if

There is not--! cannot conceive of a model

18

where the clients of these gentlemen before they

19

became clients that they could be evaluated by,

20

know,

21

the Commission and say to them,

22

we increase the base offense level in a way that if

you

all of the great researchers that you have on
all right,
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you commit $100,000-w orth of fraud,

2

maximum,

3

months in a split-sente nce.

4

that up so that you were going to get something

5

more like 12 to 18 months in a federal prison,

6

you think you'd commit that crime?

7

hypothetic al is just--! don't know how the

8

Commission would ever reach any conclusions there.

in stead of the

you're probably going to face is five

'9

Let's say that we jump

do

The

But what we believe is that general

10

deterrence is a primary basis for this amendment

11

because the public has the perception and they're

12

correct,

13

likelihood,

14

it could be through a scam,

15

number of different vehicles,

16

offender,

17

gives them what they perceive to be an automatic

18

get-out-of -jail-free card.

19

in terms of general deterrence.

20

that if they steal $50,000,

in all

it could be through a bankruptcy fraud,
it could be through a
as a first-time

they aren't going to go prison.

And that

And that is not helpful

The way the Commission can send a very

21

different signal is that if they,

22

serious look at this whole base offense level and

if you take a
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1

say to yourselves,

2

deterring anyone from committing the $60,000,

3

$50,000 crime.

4

do we really think that we are
the

And I don't believe i t ' s there.

And on the second question,

the one that

5

you framed on just desserts,

6

guess when I think about the Sentencing Reform Act

7

and the reason why we've continued,

8

delighted that Judge castillo's announced the

9

departure study,

you know,

I

hope,

I

and I'm

because one of the reasons why

10

that's been a consistent message in this

11

Administra tion is,

12

principle Sentencing Reform Act are very clear,

13

that we want to treat similarly situated offenders

14

in an equitable and fair manner.

15

not occurring to the extent that $100,000 offender

16

in one jurisdictio n is going to get a split

17

sentence and someone who has committed that same

18

$100,000 mail fraud crime elsewhere,

19

get a straight probation sentence.

20

we really do believe that the

PROFESSOR O'NEILL:

And it is really

is going to

Let me interrupt for a

21

second.

22

really why we're here today--beca use we probably

Do you think that sarbanes-O xley, which is
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wouldn't be changing this but for Sarbanes -Oxley,

2

and probably ,

3

asking for changes but for Sarbanes -Oxley-- do you

4

think that Sarbanes -Oxley was also intended to

5

change the punishme nts for property destruct ion and

6

for garden-v ariety theft offenses ?

maybe the Departme nt wouldn't even be

7

MR.

8

the Commissi on and I

9

comments made by Senator Biden and others are very

MERCER:

I

think Section 905 said to

think the testimon y and the

10

clear that this was a directiv e to the Commissi on

11

to reconsid er everythi ng that--al l the

12

underpin nings of sentenci ng with respect to fraud

13

crimes.

14

criminal ,

15
16
17

It wasn't limited to the massive corporat e
exclusiv ely.
PROFESSO R O'NEILL:

of property ,
MR.

Theft and destruct ion

included ?
MERCER:

To the extent that i t ' s

18

covered by 2B1.1,

19

directs the Commissi on to reconsid er all these

20

penaltie s.

21

to the extent that we define a low-leve l crime,

22

I'm really hesitant to define $100,000 as a low-

905,

it gives the Commiss ion--it

And that takes us into this mid-leve l,
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level crime,

2

think that's the way that this has been framed is

3

that those losses are somehow low-leve l.

4

they're very signific ant and I

5

signal when people don't--a ren't in a zone B

6

sentence for those crimes.

7

I'm really hesitant to do that.

But,

I

But I

think

think we send a bad

back to the just desserts question .

8

We're at a point now where you can steel $900,000 ,

9

in a country with a median income of--obvi ously,

10

i t ' s variable from state to state.

11

about $20,000.

12

where the person has stolen $900,000 .

13

many members of the public that believe just

14

desserts for that crime is a 24-month sentence .

15

Which,

16

what it is.

17

base of 6,

18

24 to 30 range.

So,

In mine,

if we have a bank fraud crime
There aren't

based upon your 2001 amendme nts,

19

It's a 14,

is exactly

plus an--it's a 14 over the

less 3 for acceptan ce at a 17,

Now,

it's

One bank is a victim,

that's a

right?

back to this question of just

20

desserts ,

21

it and promotin g respect for the law,

22

principl es of sentenci ng,

retributi on,

however,

you want to frame
statutor y

there is a crisis of
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confidence in the public mind,

2

comes to this sort of thing.

3

think,

4

certainly among members of the public that i t ' s

5

wrong that somebody can steal $950,000 and be

6

looking at a 24- to 30-month range if they plead.

I

think when it

And you would find,

I

both at the congression al level and,

7

So,

I hope that's responsive.

I

8

just desserts is a big component of this.

9

know,

there certainly,

I think,

think
You

are just desserts

10

aspects in other parts of the criminal law.

11

this is the area--this is the area where the

12

defendants are educated,

13

are savvy,

14

counsel and they are going to be responsive to

15

incentives.

16

that people in all likelihood are going to be in

17

zone D and they're going to be in federal prisons,

18

we believe that you will not only have a

19

significant --made a significan t contributio n in

20

terms of retribution ,

21

you will also send a very strong deterrence

22

message.

they are competent,

But

they

they are represented by tremendous

And if this Commission sends a message

the just desserts aspect, but
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JUDGE MURPHY:

I'd like to interjec t a

2

thought here.

3

working on what to do in this situatio n,

4

been very valuable for us for you all to be here.

5

I'm mindful that we've already gone half an hour

6

over the time and that we're keeping all the

7

panelist s here by that factor.

8
9

We are sincerel y,

With that introduc tion,

still in progress
so i t ' s

if anybody had a

short question and there could be a short answer.

10

It's just that,

11

we've gotten very valuable statemen ts here that

12

we're going to be thihking about.

13

your hand up?

14

MR.

you know,

JASO:

the time runs away and

Eric,

you had

Let me give it a shot.

The

15

comment was made before by essentia lly,

16

the four non-Merc er people here,

17

was a certain theme here I

18

I mean,

19

thing without recounti ng it from,

20

mail fraud original ly intend to cover to,

21

the idea that there's- -the real problem here is

22

some sort of regulato ry weakness and that,

everyone ,

that--an d there

think i t ' s fair to say.

we heard several points being made every
you know what did
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know,

2

law and,

disencha nged
therefor e,

[ph]

people can't understa nd the

go astray.

The thing that strikes me and the question

3

4

is directed ,

5

the others can answer.

6

is:

7

had sense of deja vue here.

8

was at the Biden hearing and Professo r Bowman and

9

others testified arguing strenuou sly that statutor y

initially ,

You know,

I did,

to Professo r Bowman,
And

I

I

but

invite them to,

which

think Jim Felman said,
I do,

too,

he

because I

10

penaltie s should not be increase d because that was

11

on the agenda at that point because that was the

12

United States Congress for the reasons that

13

essentia lly are being espoused here,

14

already did the job in 2001,

15

those things to work,

there's no need to increase

16

statutor y penaltie s.

At that time,

17

only thing people were really advocati ng,

18

certainl y,

19

years.

20

which is we

let's have time for

I

think the

the Adminis tration was advocati ng 10

Let me get to the question .
If Professo r Bowman and others--y ou

21

testifie d against increasin g statutor y penaltie s

22

before the Senate and are now essentia lly arguing
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that,

2

from 5 to 20 years for key white collar and fraud

3

crimes,

4

Commissi on to increase penaltie s,

5

making that argument before the Senate if that,

6

ultimate ly,

7

result of what the Senate did in increasi ng--the

8

Congress did in increasin g penaltie s.

9

was clear.

10

notwiths tanding the increase the increase

there is no need for the Sentenci ng
then why were you

was not going to be the necessar y

PROFESSO R BOWMAN:

Well,

I hope that

I know the reason

11

I made the argument is because I believed it to be

12

true.

But I

think

13

what you're really asking is whether or not,

since

14

the argument was made by me and others,

15

the Congress passed increase s to statutor y maximum

16

sentence s,

17

their action represen ts a general directiv e to the

18

Sentenci ng Commissi on to increase all economic

19

crime sentence s?

20

I still believe it to be true.

and since

doesn't that mean that somehow or other

I

think the answer is,

no.

First of all I think senators and

21

congressm en are really quite--tho~e involved in

22

drafting this legislati on are really quite
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1

sophisti cated and that they understa nd perfectl y

2

well that the increase in statutor y maximum

3

penaltie s does nothing necessar ily at all with

4

increasin g sentenci ng guidelin es.

5

I think they also understo od that in

6

placing directiv es in the legislat ion,

7

this Commissi on that it should consider fraud and

8

theft and other white collar sentence s and think

9

about them carefull y--it understo od that this

it said to

10

Commissi on is and is designed to be a reposito ry of

11

expertis e and a place which is designed to be,

12

Congress itself,

13

enthusias ms of the politica l moment.

14

And I

by

as a buffer against the temporar y

think that those sophisti cated

15

legislat ors,

16

they could accompli sh certain politica l objectiv es

17

by raising,

18

sentence s,

19

would ¢o what it is supposed to do,

20

look at sentence s as they should be.

21

winnow out from the,

22

provisio ns of Sarbanes -Oxley that are directed at

at least some of them,

essentia lly,

understo od that

symbolic statutor y maximum

secure in the knowledg e that this body

frankly,

which is to
And also to

rather confusin g
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1

the Commission,

2

really motivated Congress in passing this

3

legislation.

4

concerns having to do expressly with the type of

5

cases that led to the frenzy to pass Sarbanes-

6

Oxley.

7

high-level corporate misconduct and extraordinarily

8

high loss levels.

9

those particular concerns that

And those particular concerns were

And that is to say,

I

the cases involving

think this Commission in January,

10

hurried though its actions necessarily were,

11

because of the deadline placed on it by Congress

12

did precisely what it was supposed to do; precisely

13

what you were set up to; precisely what you're

14

sworn to do,

15

entire system,

16

enthusiasms of the moment.

17

which is to do the best thing for he

And I

irrespective of the political

think to misconstrue what Congress

18

did would be a dereliction of the duty that you

19

were sworn to uphold.

20

MR.

GOLDMAN:

Let me just add one thing.

21

I think it is always difficult to read

22

congressional tea leaves and we're all having
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1

problems with it.

2

the Commission 's role,

3

you're dealing with a particular case.

4

very good argument that the fraud statutes by

5

themselves appeared to be too little,

6

sentence.

7

know that usually in mail fraud or wire fraud

B

cases,

9

often forced to do to meet the guidelines is give

Indeed,

Secondly--a nd I don't think it's
respectfull y.

Secondly,
There's a

a five-year

in serious frauds that we all

there's a series of counts.

What courts are

10

consecutive sentences.

11

what was kind of an aberrationa l old statute,

12

don't think it proves very much at all.

13

JUDGE MURPHY:

14

JUDGE SESSIONS:

15
16

So,

you're dealing with
so I

Judge Sessions.
I want to say,

I want to

maybe address this to the four of you.
On the one hand you bring up the Justice

17

Department 's accusation,

18

to do this and if you don't do this we're going to

19

take this to Congress and then this will be stuffed

20

down your throat and you see that as a sign of

21

disrespect.

22

And then I also,

essentially that you are

I'm thinking about the
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1

argument s that you've made here and there are two

2

things in particul ar that struck me most

3

extraord inary.

4

that historic ally this Commissi on just continue s to

5

increase the penaltie s and this is how we're

6

respondi ng to the process.

7

simplist ic and wrong.

8

guess I need to vent that because that's the

9

represen tation that's being made here that we're

10

always

11

incorrec t.

12

First there was some represen tation

increasin~

That's absolute ly

Absolute ly wrong.

So,

I

penaltie s and that is absolute ly

And the second thing is,

I hear you say we

13

should be insensit ive to the politica l process.

14

And I apprecia te that this is supposed to be an

15

independ ent body.

16

trying to interpre t what Congress has said.

17

one of the things that you learn,

18

public policy position is that those people who

19

forget about, history,

20

We're here in a position of

I

think,

And
in a

suffer its conseque nces.

This Commissi on in the past and going back

21

for years has done things which,

22

politica lly fell upon deaf ears and,

perhaps,
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1

responded- -resulted in responses which are not

2

counterprod uctive to what we're doing,

3

ramificatio ns for you years.

4

about,

5

that this Commission should not be actively

6

involved in the political process and to understand

7

what's happening on Capitol Hill,

8

of history to be repeated again and again and

9

again.

And I'm thinking

just as one example,

You know,

and I--

but have

crack cocaine.

So I

invites that kind

listen to what you

10

say and I'm thinking,

11

right,

12

be absolutely free of all kinds of political

13

processes and input.

14

you know,

well,

To say

that's absolutely

the Sentencing Commission should

On the other hand,

I

look at history and

15

see where that's gotten us in the past.

16

question to you,

17

is that what we're supposed to do at this point?

18

Are we supposed to be absolutely free of political

19

influence?

20

ourselves,

21

larger network and,

22

as the view of PAG and the view of judges

really,

And my

when you think about it,

Are we not supposed to compromise among
knowing full well,

that we are part of a

by the way,

include such things
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1

throughout the country.

2

thinking about all of that?

3

arriving at some sQrt of conclusion which is the

4

product of that kind of consolidati on of thinking

5

as opposed to just sitting back here in our naive

6

world in Washington,

7

the best public policy?

Aren't we supposed to be

D.C.,

8

MR. MERCER:

9

JUDGE SESSIONS:

And in the sense

trying to decide what's

May I respond to that,
Sure.

10

going to only say two sentences,

11

out of control.

12

MR.

13

JUDGE SESSIONS:

14

MR.

JASO:

I was actually
but it just got

It was a question,

MERCER:

Judge?

though?

It was a question,

right.

I hope that neither you nor

15

anyone else construe what I've had to say today as

16

the suggestion that the Commission is or should be

17

outside of the political process.

18

and look at the things that I've written over the

19

years,

20

that this Commission,

21

be more attuned to what was going on the Hill,

22

consult.

If you go back

I have specificall y suggested in writing
be more attuned to politics,
to

I think that that's one of the delightful
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1

things about the Economic Crime Package process,

2

that you did just that.

3

leadership of Judge Murphy,

4

the--your relationship to many people and many

5

institutions revolving around the sentencing

6

process.
But

7
8

is this:

9

group,

I

I

I

guess what

is

think under the

I

you have changed

want to say beyond that

think the mantra of this particular

or one of them,

has been that we need to be

10

politically responsive,

11

you need to understand what's going on in order to

12

restore the credibility of the Commission,

13

perhaps,

14

agreed with that and I still do,

15

to be politically sensitive and I

16

that you have credibility with other political

17

actors is critical.

18

you need to talk to people,

from,

a somewhat lower level in the past.

But my question then,

I

And I

think you have
think making sure

is having done that,

19

what do you use it for?

20

you've done everything you could have possibly have

21

done to restore any lost credibility with the.

22

political actors in this town.

What is it worth?

I

think

But if that gets
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1

you nothing,

2

you no deference from the Department of Justice or

3

from relevant people on the Hill,

4

for you?

5

from the political process,

6

engage in it in the most active way.

if it buys you no respect;

And so,

no,

what has it done

I don't suggest you retreat
I

suggest that you

And in this particular case,

7

if it buys

if your

8

institution al reading is that,

9

overwhelmin g forces on Capitol Hill would .simply

you know,

10

roll over you,

11

think you probably have to do something.

12

not--it's not clear to me that that's true.

13

you're going to be closer in touch with that than I

14

am.

15

you think best while also being sensitive to

16

congression al desires and attentions in the

17

Sarbanes-O xley Act,

18

and explain what you have done and ask them to

19

respect your expertise the credibility that you've

20

built up.

21

reasonable way,

22

that you fulfill.

if you did nothing,

then by golly I
But I'm
Though

It is not clear to me that if you proceed that

that you can't go to the Hill

And so long as you proceed in a
have them honor you in the role
And if you can't do that,
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1

really think that all you have done is worth

2

nothing,

then why are we all here?

3

JUDGE MURPHY:

4

MR.

Jim.

FELMAN:

I will also--I'm somewhat

5

uncomfo rtable here,

6

reconsid er everythi ng that I've ever thought,

7

because I

8

with Frank Bowman,

9

me,

because I

feel

like I need to

find myself in agreemen t almost entirely
which is certainl y a first for

but-- Let me offer my best defense for being

10

naive that I

11

for,

12

Janet Jackson song that

13

was,

14

people like Congress only know what you're going to

15

do for them right now.

16

believe.

17

Commissi on come in,

18

credibil ity with Congress that was lost when the

19

crack amendmen t was sent.

20

the credibil ity with the Congress so that we could

21

do somethin g about crack because everyone

22

recogniz ed that it was wrong.

can muster.

Judge McMillia n

The judge that

[ph),
I

I

clerked

had a perversi on of the
always apprecia ted.

It

instead of what have you done for me lately,

When I

They have no memory,

I

first got here and saw this
it was we must restore the

I believe for restorin g

And the thought was
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1

once we restore the Commi ssion's credib ility with

2

Congre ss,

3

about crack.

4

we will then be able to do someth ing

And what have you done about crack?

5

told you,

6

with them,

7

want it.

8

report,

9

And they haven' t and they won't.

They

after you restore d all that credib ility
don't send us an amendm ent,
But we promise you,

tha~

we don't

if you send us a

we'll hold hearing s and we'll move on it.
And you got

10

nothing done on that.

11

I

12

interpr eting Sarban es-Oxle y, althoug h some of it is

13

about interpr eting Sarban es-Oxle y,

14

everybo dy knows that Sarban es-Oxle y was about the

15

high-le vel,

16

that--a lbeit in my opinion ,

17

January .

18

suppose is,

I mean, ·so the questio n now,

you're not really talking about

I

think

big-tim e cases and you address ed
overly severe ly,

in

What we're really talking about is the

19

threat that if you don't do someth ing else here to

20

blunt the feeling that somehow you haven' t done

21

everyth ing the Departm ent wants they're going to go

22

back to Congre ss and Congre ss will act again.
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1

the concern that I think I would have in your

2

shoes,

3

task is on longer to interpre t what Congress has

4

told you,

5

future,

6

which I

certainl y don't envy,

is if your

but to predict what they will do in the

then by what guiding principl e do you act?
Are you now doing what you really think is

7

right or are you somehow doing what you think you

8

have to do even though it isn't right because you

9

think politica lly it's more expedien t?

And I

think

10

there are reasons that the Commissi on is not in the

11

Legislat ive Branch,

12

the statutes provide that a certain number of the

13

commissi oners must be judges.

14

reason,

15

Sentenci ng commissi on because what judges do is

16

study things impartia lly,

17

I believe that Commiss ioners Steer and O'Neill

18

engage in that same type activity here and should,

19

and then do what they think is right and make a

20

ruling.

21
22

I think,

i t ' s in the Judicial Branch and

And there is a

that there are judges on t6e

apart from the fray,

and

And if they're wrong they get reversed ,
and i t ' s way wrong the Congress can act and enact
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1

legislat ion that reverses that ruling.

2

that the Commiss ion's role is to do what it thinks

3

is right using its expertis e and establis h the

4

credibil ity with the Congress by bolsterin g what

5

it's done with the facts,

6

for five years,

7

expert opinion on the matter.

8

us,

9

i t ' s because you legitima tely

But I think

by saying we studied this

here is the data,

here is our

If you disagree with

it isn't because we don't have credibil ity,
beli~ve

that the

10

politica l process must take you elsewher e and it

11

doesn't i t ' s not a bad reflectio n on the

12

Commissi on,

13

done their job.

14

specific ally,

15

you to raise the guidelin e in 2B1.1 and amend the

16

loss tables,

17

you do it.

18

Commissi on is to predict what might happen

19

politica lly in the future,

20

somethin g now,

21

you're acting under.

22

exercise your best independ ent judgment about what

you've done your job and then they've
And when they tell you

as they know well how to do,

they can easily tell you that.
But I

we want

Then

fear that if the role of the

if you don't do

I don't know what guiding principl e
And so I would exhort you to
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1

fair sentences you believe are and do it.

2

for the best.
JUDGE SESSIONS:

3
4

But you see,

And hope

one of the

factors-JUDGE MURPHY:

5

Judge Sessions, you know

6

Judge Castillo's been waiting to ask a question.

7

mean -- Judge Castillo.

8
9
10

JUDGE SESSIONS:

him in this particular issue,

I was going to debate
but I ' l l remain

quiet.

11
12

No,

MR.
don't,

FELMAN:

Inasmuch·as you vote and I

I think you win.

13

JUDQE SESSIONS:

14

JUDGE MURPHY:

15

JUDGE CASTILLO:

I have life tenure and-Judge Castillo.
I didn't mean to generate

16

all this broad philosophic al debate,

17

if I did.

18

consider the crack issue dead by any means.

19

here's my question.

20

Hasn't any of the Department 's concerns about

21

low-end fraud offenders already been taken care of

22

with the new restriction s on the use of

And Jim,

I

I

so I'm sorry

just have to say I don't
But

And i t ' s directed at anyone.
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1

correctio nal--com munity correcti onal centers?

2

Hasn't that already accompli shed,

3

the back door what was not accompli shed through the

4

front door of a guidelin e amendmen t?

5
6

MR. MERCER:

Do you want me to address

that or is--

7

JUDGE CASTILLO :

8

MR.

9

sort of through

Ms.

Sawyer

MERCER:

[ph]

Anyone can address that.

You know,

the directiv e to

deals with zone C and zone D

10

offender s.

11

those offenses that don't,

12

system,

13

plenty of them.

14

our concerns about the current system.

15

our statemen ts over time have indicate d,

16

point now where a $30,000 fraud loss,

17

to $29,999 is in the zero to six range.

18

range we know,

19

comment that a signific ant number of folks are

20

incarcer ated, maybe it was Professo r Bowman's

21

argument that a signific ant number of people are

22

incarcer ated even though they're eligible for

So we start,

I

think by looking at
under the current

end up in either C or D,

and there are

And they sort of are the start of

I was fascinate d by Mr.
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1

straight probatio nary sentence s.

2

fascinate d to know how many zone A offender s have

3

been incarcer ated over the last year or so.

4

don't think it's very many.

5

Ms.

6

zone A.

Hawk

7

[ph)

And I'd be

I

And the Directiv e to

isn't going to have any effect on

This brings back the point that I

think

8

the Sentenci ng Reform Act got at and that Justice

9

Briar got at in that law review article,

the whole

10

notion of what the Commissi on did in that initial

11

set of guidelin es was to say we want to make sure

12

that fraud defendan ts are subjecte d to some form of

13

incapaci tation and we've created now there this

14

system of up to $30,000 loss,

15

are pleading guilty and getting acceptan ce

16

respons ibility,

17

zero 6.

18

assuming the people

those folks are all zone A,

Then we turn to zone B,

all

the loss amount of

19

$30,000 to $70,000 under 2B1.1.

20

into zone B,

21

the directiv e from the Deputy Attorney General has

22

no force and effect on any guidelin e case where the

It puts people

assuming they're pleading guilty.
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1

loss is up to $70,000 and the defend ant has plead

2

guilty.

3

That then takes us to the $70,000 and

4

above categor y and it is certain ly the Depart ment's

5

view that while that directi ve will apply to the

6

Bureau of Prisons ,

7

public reasons ,

8

O'Neil l,

9

deterre nts and just desser ts that sugges ts to the

there are plenty of signifi cant

given my discuss ion with Profess or

Commis sioner O'Neil l in terms of genera l

10

Departm ent that the directi ve to Ms.

11

going to have any substa ntial effect on achievi ng

12

what the Depart ment's propos al seeks.

13

JUDGE MURPHY:

Sawyer isn't

I'm going to take the

14

prerog ative of the chair now to thank all of you.

15

You obviou sly have all put a lot of though t into

16

what you said here.

17

very much to the point,

18

with the nature of our work and what we're faced

19

with here and hopefu lly you underst and that we're

20

t.rying to do the best we can.

21

how we're going to resolve our task next month.

22

But you've given us a lot to think about here and

Very eloquen t statem ents,

and

you're all very familia r

And we aren't sure
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1

2

3

we thank you very much.
(Whereu pon,

at 5:34p. m.,

hearing conclud ed.)
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